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WHAT?

Editorial Comment

A GUIDE DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO SOCCER?

WHAT HAPPENED TO FLAG FdOTBALL ANEISPEEDOALL?

What's up? it's a changing time for girls and, omen in sport and
,

the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS).is
changing. Many of you have expressed concerns for years regarding
the 'patterning of Guides. Well,' these .%/oices became stronger and

this is one result. The NAGWS Soccert?4,4ide will now be published
..annually. As you, know,- soccer is one the fastest-growing sportsin the nation. To facilitate this gr , ruleS will be evaluated
yearly through the Official Rules Corr 4Ittee and timely and useful
informati6n for teachers, coaches officials will be updated
annually by the Guide Committee.

And what about flag foktb41 and dbalt? They have not been
forgotten and will appear "w_a. sep. publicafjon, . June 1978 --June 1980. W7 also hope to prin ed-A-Way Rules, by

What do you think? Letsus know reactions to theie changes.
,It is our 'lope to expand NAGWS s likes to .better Meet the needs
of teachers, coaches and officials. ..iontact any: NAGWS officer,
members of the Guide Committe Meinbers of the Rules Corn-
mittee, the NAGWS Guide Coordin r or write

.

v

NAGV Executive Secretary
1201 biteenth Street, N.W.
WashVion, DC 2003.6

.
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FOREWORD

'pn behalf of the National Association for
Girls and Women in Sport, it is a pleasure to
communicate (even if-indirectly) with you, the
people who utilize NAGWS Guides. We are
pioud of our Glide publications. Now, and
thrbugh the long GWS "history," The Guides
have been the products 'of individuals with
sport expertise and a sleep dedication to the
good of thoK who play. This is the timeless
promise of these little books.

We are very proud of you, too. Your efforts
have kept girls and women's sport programs
alive through the lean years and arenow pro-
viding the energy and direction for the fastest
groWth of sport programs vier: Yolir coptinued
use of. the Guides provides support to the en-
tire range of activities in which NAGWS is involved on- behalf of .

you and girls and, women everywhere.

CAROLE A.OG BY
NAGWS President

With commitment
to those who play:
\491 that we never

change.

, -

Interest and participation in sports have expanded by leaps and
b nds at all age levels. Such expansion liaseiulted in a demand
for nowledgeable and better qualified people to work with
these highly interested, motivated and skilled individuals. This Guide

is designed to assitt instructors, coaches and
officials in facilitating the growth of quality

- sport programs at the elemehti-ry, and
collegiate .levels, as well as in non-school
lettings. You will find i wide range of
articles written by outstanding coaches,
officials: instructors and competitors. bin,
addition; official rules, officiating tech-

. piques, study questions, tournamenrinfor-
mation and an updated list of audiovisual
aids and references are included. .We 'hope

. you -will find this NAGWS Guidg, as well as
others-covering 20 additional sports, of value.
Your input is invited.

N,01110° -

AT SHERMAN
AGWS
ide Coordinator

o FOREWORD 7



NATIONAL-ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT

-.The National Association for Girls and Women in 'Sport is a
nonprofit, educational organization designed to serve the needs. of
partiCipants, teachers, coaches, leaders and administrators in 'spoils
programs for girls and women. It is one of seven associations of the
American Alliance for Health, PhYsical E,ducation, and Recreation.

Purpose

The purpose .of the National Association for Girls and Women in
Sport is to foster the develbpment of sports p grams for the
enrichment of the life of the participant.

. -
Beliefs

The National Association for Girls .and Women in Sport believes
that: _

Sports are an integral part of the culture in which we live.
Sports program's are a part of the total educational experience of-

the participant when conducted in educational institutions.
Opport 'ties for instruction Ind participation in sports appro-

pria er ill level should .be irleluged in the experience of every
girl. . :-..

Sports skills and sports participation are valuable social and
. recreational tools which may be used to enrich the lives of worntm In
our. society. 1. ... .

Competition and cooperation may be demonstrated in_all sporti
. programs, although the type and intensity of the competition and

cooperation will vary with the. degree, or level of skill' of , the
participants. .. .

An understanding,of the relationship between compettion and
cooperation, and the utilization= of both within, the accepted
framework of our society is one of the desirable outcomes of sports
participation.

Physical activity is important in the maintenance of the general -,7
health of the participant. .

Participation .in sports-contributes to she development of self-,
confidence and to the establishment of desirable interpersonal
relationships. a

,
Functions . ,

Thee Ttational Association for Girls and Wonien in Sport promotes
desirable sports programs through:

NATIOINTAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT I .
-



1. Formulating and publicizing guiding principles and standards for
the administrator, leader, official, and player.

2. Publishing and interpreting rules goyerning sports for girls and
women.
Providing the means for training, evaluating,, and rating officials.
Disseminating information on the conduct of girls, and women's
sports. ,

-5. Stimulating, evaluating, and disseminating research in the field of
girls and women's sports.

6. Cooperating with allied gronps interested in girls and, women's
sports. in order to formulare policies and rules that affect the
conduct or women's sports: _

7. Providing Opportunities for the development of leadership,among
girls and women for the condgct of their sports programs.

I

10 NRGWS SOCCER GUIDE



. .

.. STANDARDS IN SPOT'S Eliir'G I li LS AND WOMEN
.

Standards in sports activities for girls and women should be baecL,
upon the folyving: C

r
4. SPOtts activities for,girls and women should be taught, coached,

and 'officiated by ualified women whenever and wherever:
poisible. , ..

.2.. Programs should provide every girl with a wide variety of
activities..' . , it

3. The results of competition ibould'be judged in terms of benefits
to the participants-rather than by the winning of championshipi
or the athletic or commercial advantage to schools or organiza,
tions. , .

. . . i
1 /fliafth and Safety Standards for P6yers ,.

Careful supervision of the health of all players must be provided
by-
1. An examination by a qualified.physician
2. Written permission 13j) a qualified physician after serious illness,or

injury . : , ,
.

3. Removal of' players whein they are injured or overfatigued or
show signs of emotional instability .

4. A healthfuLsafe, and sanitary environment for sports.activity
5. Limitation of competitioti to a geogiaphical -area Which. Will

permit players to return at reasonable hours; provision Of safe
transportation. ..'

General Policies-- .
J

m

. .

. .
1. Select the embers of all teams so that they play agAinst those of

approximatefy the same ability and maturity.
2. Arrange the schedule of games and practices so as not to place

. deinands on the team Qr player which would j0pardizeNtiCe
'educational objecves of the cbmprehensive sports program.

3. Discourage any girl from practicing with, or playing with, a team
sfor more than one group while competing in that sport during the

......, same sport season. , , -
4. Promote social} events in connection\ vii4h all fOrms df com-

_petition. . ,

A.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE

. - - All requests for inforniation about services sholild be addressed ril
'fb: Executive Secretary,-National Association for Girls and Women
in Sport (NAGWS), AAHPER, 1201-16th Street; N.W., Washitigton,...
D.C. 20036: ,

'STANDARDS IN'SPORTS PIOR'GIRI...5 AND WOMEN 11



NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

,.. The National Coaches CounOvias formed by. the NAGWS to: ..
. 4. t.

(4) provide.a channel .ot 'direct communication among coache; e
at all educationalolevAls . .

.. assist'. in the formulation and disSeniination of guiding
principles, standards and .pOlicies for conducting competi-
tive sports progiams for girls and women . ..- .

(3) keeKiembers informed of current coaching 'techniques and
a ' trends .- .

(4) sponkr clinics and conferences in sports and coaching skills
(5) provide sinput from -coaches ro USCSC sports committess

and representativeassembly . 7,
(6) promote cooperative effsrtp with other sportslcebtered

organizations .'

(7) provide a united body-for positive political actionin the
realm of girls and women's attleticS., .

"44 ,. . L
Academies for 10 sports have been established. (Note the appli-

cation blank for specifie listings.) Member ip iri eaqbAeademy is
open tovany coach of giils or women's sports or any interested per-
s' on. Annual dues for AAHPER members are $5.00 for one Acad-
emy.. Non-AAHPER members day $15.00 alinually for member-
ship in one sport Academy. Metritarship for eacItadditional Acad;
emy is $2.00. The $10.00 non-nfembership fee. may be applied a
arix time toward AAHPER membership. \
Get involved . .. JOIN NOW.

) ^

12
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Sport Academici of tle NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

National Association for Girls and %men in Sport:. AAHPER

1101 16th St.,'N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. .

0

AM ENAM 1-7n

last first initial
0

0
c ADDRESS

pee
r

city. state zip

a

FOR OFFICE USE;

CK:

,b.

AAHPER MEMBERS: Membership number as it appears on your journal label:

Teaching/Coachirig level (please check): _College ...Jr. College __High School
Jr. High..,, Elementary Other

Please check the ,gademies you wish to join:* 0 Badminton 0 Baskttball .0 Field Hockey
C Gymnastics 0 Softball 0 Swimming/Diving 0 Synchronized Switnming 0 fennis-

Track & Field 0 Volleyball f.
4

I am willing to serve,on an Academy committee:

Academy,'AAHPER members: $.5.00 for one Academy and $2.00 for each additional Acadgmy. NonAAHPER

members: $15.0e, for one Academy and $2.00 each additional Academy. ($10.00 nonmembership

fee may be applied at any time toward AAHPER-memberihip.)-

..

'Please send AAHPER,tnembership information: yes _ no



NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMPAITTEEP.
INTEREST INDICATOR

The NAGWS Sport Guide Committee is endeavoring to broaden
its base of personnel and to strengthen services to Guide readers. the
purpose of this form is to offer readers an opportunity to join us in
meeting this need. Please complete this 'form and send it to the
Associate Guide Coordinator-elect, Mary Beth Cramer, Penn State
University, White Building, University Park, PA 16802.

Name

Professional Address

City State ZIP Code

1. Check the. Sport Committee(s) which would be of interest to,
you:

_Aquatics
_Archery
_Badminton
_ Basketball
_ Bowling
__Competitive Swimming
_Cross - country Track
_Cross-country Skiing
_Diving

_Fencing
_Field Hockey
_Flag Football
_Golf

'--Gymnastics
_Lacro;se
_Orienteering
_Racquetball
=Skiing .

_Soccer
_Softball
_Speedball
_Squash
_Synchroni*d'Swimming
Team Hand all
_Tennis
_Track and field
_Volleyball
._Water Polo

2. Would you like to serve as member of a Sports Gui Committee
of your interest?* _Yes _No

3. Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author? _Yes _No.
Possible topic or title ^

4. Can you suggest topics for articles which you would like to have
included in future Guides? (Please indicate sport.)

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration
as possible committ members or authors? Please indicate below.
(Use additional pa , if necessary.)

a Sport(s)Name

Professional Address

City State Zip Code
Sports Committee Member Prospective Author (Check one)

NATIONAL SPORTS GUIDES COMM (TTgES INTEREST INDICATOR 15
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NAGWS SOCCER GUIDE AND
RULES COMMITTEE*

1976-1978 -

Guido Committer.

BETTY BEGG, Chairperson, North Syracuse High School, North
Syracuse, NY 13212

ANNE MESSING, Past Chairperson, assau Community College,
Stewart Avenue, Garden City, NY 11 30 aCAROL BAMBERRY, Chairperson -elec /,,ieedriani,. High Schoo
Needham, MA 02192

LINDA BUETTNER, Victor Central School, Victor, NY 14564
' LINDA HALL, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32601

PAT MCEVOY, Alfred-Almond Central, School, Almond, NY
14804 -

CAROL RENON, Marion Cential School, Marion, NY 14505

Rules Committee

BETTY BEGG, North Syracuse High School, North Syracuse, NY
13212 .'

CAROL BAMBERRY, Needham High School, Needham, MA02192
.KAREN BELL, Berea College, CPO 91, Berea; KY 40404
PAT MCEVOY,. Alfred-Alrhond Central School; Almond, NY
. 14505
DE WATSON, 8455 Athe

NAGWS SOCCER GUIDE AND RULES1CONIMITTEE*
1978-1979

PAT-MCEVOY, Rules Chairperson, Alfred-Almond Central School,
Almond, NY 14804 .

BETTY BEGG, Rule's Interpreter, North Syracuse High School,
North Syracuse, NY 13212

CAROL BAMBERRY,' Guide Chairperson,fiNeedham High School,
Needham, MA 02192-

Current Guide material was prepared by the 1976-1978 Committee; material
for the 1979-1980 Guide is to be prepared by the 1978-79 Committee.

NACIW'S,SOCCER GUIDE AND RULES COMMITTEE j 17
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. PREFACE TO 1978-79 SOCCER RULES
Because-`of the growth of soccer programs, the NAGWS Soccer

Rules Committee has completely rewritten the rules. This is the first
complete revision in many years. Five sets of rules (two Sets of
NAGWS, New York State Experimental Girls' Soccer rules, NCAA,
National Federation and FIFA) were perused in writing the fol.
lowink There is a definite- trend toward the international rules

r since cornpetijion between nations is not that far away..
' The -Rules Committee has proposed three experimental rules for

high school foi l'978779. These rules are mandatory for college
play, however. .

A
EXPERIMENTAL RUIZ' ., /
There shall be no team time-outs. -

If the experimental rule 1 is used, delete the following:
RULE 2SECTION 17 a and b

2 18 d5
2 . 1,8 e6 NOTE
3 .25 c5 (d)
3 25 d2 (b)
3 26 b4
4 29b4

. 4 29 el-6 j- 41b
,

.t,

EXPERIMENTAL RULE' 2
Time.shattbe in and the clock shall not stop for a con*r kick.

----NOT-E:-:.The corner kick shall be-taken-without a second whistle.
'If experitherital rule 2 is used, glelete the following.

RULE 3 SECTION 25 c5 (c) 4' I
4 29 b3

RULE10 SECTION 48e

EXPERIMENTAL RULE 3

The throw-in shall be taken from behind and over the head with the
equal use of both hands.
If experimental rule 3 is used, delete the following.

RULE 11 SECTION 50 i. 1 ,

We invite you to experiment with these three rules and complete the
questionnaire on pies 59-60
PREFACE TO 11711-71ISOCCER RULES I a 21



SUMMARY OF:SOCCER RULETCHANGES FOR 1978-79

R ify 11.

Rule 2.

Rule 3.

Rule 4,

Field and Equipment'
Section 1. -;
Longer field for college teams

Section 6.
Penalty boxes instead of penalty circle

Players an Substitutes
. Station18.
Only team taking throw-ip may substitute
Running time for substittiton

Officials
Section. 25.
Timekeepers' &ties specified

Time Factors, Scoring and Play
Section 27.
High School 18 minute quarter ,

overtime two 5 minute periods
2 team time dud
(experimentalno time-outs)

College 45 minute halves
overtime two 10 minute periods

.Reviseeiscore sheet, .

Rule 7 Direct and Indirect Free Kicks
Section 40.
Opponents 10 yards away

Rule 9. Goal Kick '
Changes from defense kick

Rule I1- Throw-In
Section 50.

,

High School one handor two hands with both feet in
contact

(experimentaltwo hands overhead)
College two hands overhead

22

°20
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Rule 13. Foti ls

Clarification of fouls

Rule'14. Rulings
Section 69..
Defines rulings

Suggestions for Tournament Play

6

ti

SUMMARY OF SOC¢tR RULES CHANGES 23 -
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_ _
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OFFICIAL SOCCER RULES FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
JUNE 1978 JUNE 1979

The three experimtal rules for high school are:
1. No team tie-outs,
2. The clock shall note stopped for a corner kick.
3. Two hand overhead throw-in.

These three rules are officialfor college play.

NOTE: IF THE EXPERIMENTAL RULES ARE USED, OMIT
THE RULES WITH- A CHECK (J).

NAGWS SOCCER RULES, 1978-79

Rule 1. Field and Equipment

'''SECTION 1. PL/iYING FIELD DIMENSIONS
a. High School .

Lepgth 490-110 yards
-Width 60-70 yards

b. College
Length 110-120 yards
Width 65-75 yards

c. The length of the field shall exceed the width.
Note: Field referl to the field of play r
Table of measurements adapted from the-Federation Internationale
De-F-o-o-ttia11 issbciaTion (r WA), Jub71976-Gurcte.
129 yards
110 yards
100 yards.

90 yards.
75 yards.
70 yards.
65 yards
60 yards
18 yards
12 yards.
10 yards. ,

110 meters
160
90
.82.5
69.5

164
59.25
54.5
16.5
11
9.15

6 yards. 5.5
5 yards. 4.50
1 yard 1

CLFFICIAL SOCCER RULES' FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN 25.
r%4 .) -----J



Rule 1. Field and Equipment
g

8 feet 2t44
5 feet 1)50

.

28 inches , :, 0.71. ..
27 inches . . 0.68

5 inches '"'. 0.12
.

14 ounces / 396 grams
16 ounces .. 453 gams

SECTION 2. PROCEDUitE FOR MARKING THE FIELD
a, The field shall be Arked with distinctive lines, in accordance

-.with the diagram.. (See pagt27.)
b. The lines shall not be more than 5 inches in width.
c. The lines shall be marked with'a material which is not injurious

to the eyes or skin.
d. All markings shall be a part of the area they enclose.
e. The home team shall be responsible for the proper marking of

the field.
f. In the case of a field which is playable but on which, durilig/he

course of the game, the markings have become
o be

ible by reason
of the elements, the markings shall be assume t present.

SE &TION 3. BOUNDARY LINES

a. The'onger boundary lines shall be called sidelines.
b. The'shorter boundary lines'shall be 'called endlines.

The part of the endlines between the goal posts shall be called
goal lines.

c. There shall be an area atleast 5 yaids in depth free of obstruction
.putside the boundary lines.

SECTION 4. HALFWAY LINE AND CENTER CIRCLE

a. Halfway line. The halfway line shall be drawn across the field
connecting the middle of the two sidelines. The center of the
halfway dine shall be indicated.

b. Center Circle. A circle with a 10-yard radius shall be drawn using -
the center of the halfway line as the center of the circle.

'4
SECTION 5. GOAL AREA

:-

a. At each end of the field two lines shall be ,drawn at right angles to
therendline, six yap from the inside of each goal.post. These
shall extend into the field for a distance of six yards and shall be

21 fl .-: NAGWS SOCCER GUIDE
4 -.; c '' . ,
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Rule 1. Field and Equipment

SOCCER. FIELD DIAGRAM

Goo cow
.

Goalless 1

.

10 yd. radius

Persaitriuck mark

-Pon* Ati

Canty mark 1440441 knos

4

C

14 yds

10 yds

4.

12 yds 1

44 yds
400
00 20 yds MSl

SS 75 yds 4Colo0s)

OFFICIAL SOCCER RULES FOR IIIRLS6NCI WOMEN 27



Rule 1. held and Equipment

joinaci by a line drawn parallel with the endline.
b. 'Each othe spaces enclosed bg.i.hese dines and the endline shall,be

called a goal area. , .
SECTION 6. PCNALTY AREA
a. At each end of:the-field two lines shall be drawn -at right inkles to

the en4line, 18, yards from the inside of each goal post.' These
shall extendiiitOthe field far a distance of 18 yards and,shall be

. loined ..by a. line drawn parallel $eith-the endline: Each of the 1-

spaces enclosed by these, lines and the, endline shall be called a
penalty-O.-ea..

b. A6)each end ofthe field, a two -foot line ihall be places at a point
12 yards. from the midpoint of, and parallel to the endline. This
line shall extend one foot on either side of the! center of the un
drawg hie. Each of these lines' shall be Called- a penalty kick

" maik e
c. Using The" center of the penalty kiCk, mark d&enhe a10-yar\d;rc.'

optside th's penalty area and closing-on the penalty area line. This .

shall blithe restraining line for penalty kicks.

SECTION 7. CORNER KICK AREA f
-From each corner a quarter circle, having a radius of one yard, shall
be drawn inside the field: .

SECTION 8. CORNER FLAGS
,5

a. A. flig: on a post, not less than five feet high; and haVing a non-
pointed top, shall be placed at each-corirer7-The shortersnring-

. type "football flag" shall be acceptable. 7

b. The flag shall be of a bright color, easily distinguishable from the
surroundings.

PEA`

SECTION 9. GOALS
1

right Ocl."`a. The goals,. using the inside measurement, shall be up wo en
. or metal posts eight yards apart. The goal posts shall be joined by

a horizontal,crossbar measuring eight feet from the lower edge to
the ground. The posts and crossbar shall be of 'similar material. --

b. The posts shall be fixed on the endline equidistant from the cor-e
ners.

c. The width and depth.of the goal posts and crossbar shall not ex-
ceed five inches.

d. The goal posts and,crossbar shall be painted:white.
- .11
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Rule 1. Field and Equipment

SECTION 10. GOAL NETS
a. Nets shall be attached to the goal posts, crossbar and the ground

behind each goal.
There shall be no openings for the escape of the ball.

c. The nets shall be properly supported so that the top of the net
will extend backward on a level with the crossbar a distance of at
least two feet to allow the goalkeeper ample room.

--red
SECTION 11. OFFICIALS' TABLE AND TEAM BENCHES
a. The officials' table for the scorekeepers and timekeepers shall be

opposite the halfway line and five yards from the sideline.
b. The team benches shall be placed on each side of the officialt"

table and shall be five yards from the sideline.

SECTION 12. SPECTATORS

Spectators shall not be permitted within 10 yards of the field. The
game shall be suspended when the spectators are persistently within
10 yards of the field. See Rule 3. Section 23, g.

SECTION 13. THE BALL
a. The ball shall be spherical, with an outer casing of leather or

other similar material that is weather resistant. No material shall
be used in its construction which might prove dangerous to the
players.

b. The circumference of the ball shall not be more than 28 inches
nor less than 27 inches.

c. The weight of the ball at the start of the game shall not be more
than 16 ounces nor less than 14 ounces.

d. The ball shall be inflated to a pressure as specified by the manu-
facturer.

e. The home team shall be responsible for supplying five legal game
balls. If the honie team fails to do so, the referee shall choose the .

five game balls from either team.
f. If the ball becomes defective during the playing time, the game

shall be stopped and restarted by a drop ball at the nearest spot.
No drop balls shall be taken within the penalty area.

g. If the ball becomes defective while play has been stopped, the
game shall be restarted accordingly.

Note: THE BALL WHETHER ON THE GROUND OR IN THE AIR
IS WITHIN AN AREA UNTIL THE ENTIRE BALL HAS
PASSED THE LINE.

OFFICIAL SOCCER RULES FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
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Rule 1. Field and Equipment

SECTION 14. PLAYERS' EQUIPMENT
a. The jerseys of The o2posing teams shall be of contrasting colors.

In the event of a silWilarity of color, the home team shall be re-
sponsible to make the necessary change.
Note: It is recommended that the home team wear white or light
colored jerseys and the visiting team wear dark jerseys.

b. The jersey of the goal keeper shall be distinctly different from
that of any teammate or opponent.

c. A number of solid color contrasting with the color of the jersey
shall be worn by each player (excpet the goalkeeper) on the front
and back of the jersey. The number in front shall be at least four
inches high; the number in back shall be at least six inches high.

d. All team members (except the goalkeeper) shall wear identical
uniforms.
Note: Extra aryclarel worn for warmth shall be identical but not
mandatory for the team.

e. Soccer shoes shall conform to the following standardi: Cleats or
studs shall be at least ih inch in diameter at the tip and shall not
project.more than'34 incti from the sole or heel of the shoe.

ExceptionMolded soles with multiple cleats less than ih inch in di-
ameter, which do not extend more than 5/16 of an inch from the
sole, and are not of extreme conical design shall be legal. Metal or
metal tipped cleats shall be illegal.
f. Shin guards shall be worn by every playerfor leg protection.
g. A player shall not wear anything which is dangerous to another

player (jewelry, protruding metal or casts). Knee braces shall be
wrapped.

h. The referee shall examine the equipment of each player before
the start of the game.

i. A player found wearing illegal equipment before the start of the
game shall be required to remove it or leave the field. The player
shall not return without first reporting to the referee.

j. A player found wearing illegal equipment after the game has
started shall be removed from the gamvhen the ball is out of
play.
1. The clock shall be stopped to remove the offending player. A

substitute shall be allowed to enter the game.
Note: THE OFFENDING PLAYER IS THE PLAYER WHO
COMMITTED THE FOUL.

A substitute player shall be allowed to enter the game.

4.
30

/
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Rule 2 Players and SUbstitutes

2. The offending player may reenter the-game the next time her
team is allowed to substitute.

Penalty for j: INDIRECT FREE KICK
Note: Unless the word repeat is stated in the penalty, the oppo-
nents shall put the ball in play.
A player on the field, whose equipment becomes defective or
illegal, shall be removed from the game wifho-ut a penalty when
the ball is out of play. (See Rule 1. Section 14, j, 1, 2)

Rule 2. Players and Substitutes

SECTION 15. NUMBER OF PLAYERS
a. An official team shall be composed of 11 players, one

shall be designated as the goalkleper.
b. There shall be any number of substitutes.
c. A team shall have at least 11 players to start the game and may

not continue with less than 9 players.
Penalty for c: DEFAULTED GAME

d. A player shall not leave the field while the game is in progress
without permission from the referee.
Penalty for d: INDIRECT FREE KICK

SECTION 16. CAPTAINS
a. A captain shall be designated for each team.
b. Only the captain shall address an official on matters of interpre-

tation or to obtaain essential information. )c. A captain, or nlksoone appointed to act as captain, shall be on the
field at all times.

SECTION 17. PLAYER INJURY

The clock shall be stopped because of an injury to a player.
Va. If the player remains in the game the team of the offending

player shall be charged with a team time-out.
Vb. If the injured player leaves the game the team of the offending

player shall not be chirged with a team time-out.
c. The injured player may be replaced with a substitute.
d. The player who was replaced may reenter the game the next time

her team is allowed to substitute.

SECTION 18. SUBSTITUTIONS

a. A substitute may enter the game for any player.
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Rule 2. Players and Substitutes'

b. A player who has not been disqualified may enter the game any
number of times.

c. A player who is not replaced by 'a substitute may reenter the
game.

d. A team'Oiall substitute:
1. when awarded the ball for a throw-in

Note: Only the team in possession may substitute.
%2. after a goal is scored

3. ball passes the endline
4. between periods

./5. team time-outs (high school only)
6. before a penalty kick
7. for a disqualified player

,.8. injury +or.
9. for a player wearing illegal equipment.
Penalty for d: INDIRECT FREE KICK,

e. Procedure .
.

1. A substitute shall report her number and the number of thetplayer she is rep g to the scorekeeper>,
See Section 194 fo oalkeeper substitution.

2. The substitute shall remain outside the sideline until recog-
nized by the referee. d
Penalty for e 1 and 2: INDIRECT FREE KICK

. 3. The timekeeper shall sound a horn to indicate substitution to
the referee only at thelisnaibetscrt esignated in SECTION 18 d.

4. During , intermission ute does n?t have to be recog-
nized by the referee.

5. The time shall not be stopped for substitution. .

6. Each team shall have 'a maximum of 30 seconds for substitu-
tion. A team may substitute any number of player's within ,
the 30 seconds.

./Note: If the substitution takes more than 30 seconds, a team
time -out shall be charged to the team of the offending play-
er(s). (high school only)
Penalty for e 6: (high school experimental and college) IN-
DIRECT FREE KICK

7. If a team repeatedly substitutes to consume time, the ref-
eree shall give the coach a warning for misconduct.

. SECTION 19. GOALKEEPER PRIVILEGES
a. The goalkeeper . may handle the ball within her own penalty

area:
. el n32 t) '.../ NAGWS SOCCER GUIDE
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Rule 2 Players and Substitutes

1: pick up
2. punt
3. drop kick
4. throw
5.. combine bounces with a punt, drop kick or throw
6. roll, bounce, dribble or bounce and catch the ball any num- .

ber of times
b. The goalkeeper within her own penalty area shall not:

1. take more than four steps while in possession of the ball
2. deliberately delay getting rid of the ball when it is in her

possession
Penalty for b 1 and 2: INDIRECT FREE KICK

3. intentions fiy strike an opponent by throwing the ball vig-
orously t-'110r, or push her with the ball while holding it.
Penalty for b 3: PENALTY KICK

c. The goalkeeper has possession of the ball when:
1. dribbling with the hands
2. dropping the ball for a kick
3. throwing the ball into the air and catching it
4. rolling the ball
S. trapping the ball with one or both hands
. Note: a. fumbling the ball in an attempt to gain possession

shall not be considered as having possession.
b. steps taken to gain possession or regain balance shall

note considered as part of the four steps.
d. An opposing player shall not hinder a goalkeeper in possession of

or releasing the bill (e.g. boxing in, face guarding, waving the
arms).
Penalty for d: INDIRECT FREE KICK

e. An opposing player shall not charge the goalkeeper: (i.e. make
contact with the goalkeeper who has possession of the balls
1. Intentional charging of the goalkeeper
Penalty for e 1: Disqualification. of the offending player and a

DIRECT FREE KICK
2. Unintentional charging of the goalkeeper
Penaltrfor e 2: a. First offense' DIRECT FREE1jCICK

b. Second offense by the same playerdis-
qualification of the offehding player and
DIRECT FREE KICK

f. Substlition for the goalkeeper
1. A player from the ipench, wearing a dist' liablejersey,

may replace the goalkeeper by following procedure for.

OFFICIAL SOCCER RULES FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
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Rule 3: Officials

substitution. See RULE 2 SECTION 18 e -
2. A playkr on the field, wearing a distinguishable jersey, may re-

place the goalkeeper by notifying the referee when her team is
allowed to substitute. '

Penalties for 19 f: INDIRECT WE KICK OR PENALTY
KICK
INDIRECT -TREE KICKif the goalkeeper
is wearing a distinguishable jersey. (The in -.
direct free kick is awarded for illegal sub- ,
stitution.)
PENALTY KICKif a player, without a dis-
tinguishable jersey, handles the ball within
her own penalty area.
Note: "Own" is the half of the field in
which the opposing team is attempting to
score.

Note:
1. A penalty kick shall beawarded when the goalkeeper, within

the penalty area, commits a foul which should have resulted
in a direct free kick.

2. Outside the penalty area the goalkeeper shall have no more
privileges than any other playere.g. handling the ball outside
the penalty area shall result in a direct free kick.

.Rule 3. Officials

SECTION 20. DUAL REFEREE SYSTEM .

There shall be two referees.

SECTION 21, DUAL REFEREES
a. Both referees shall have equal authority and responsibility.
b. The referees shall chInge sides of the field only at half time.
c. The referee on the side near the officials' table shall reco

substitutes and give the timekeeper the signal for the off.

SECTION 22. REFEREES' UNIFORM
a. The referee shall dress in uniforms of the same type.
b. The uniform shall consist of a broad vertical stripe navy blue

and white shirt or jersey, and navy blue shorts, s or dress
pants. Shoes shall be similar to those worn by the players.
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SECTION 23. DUTIES OF THE REFEREE
The referee than:

a. Make all decisions for infringement of rules committed within
or outside the boundary lines. A

b. Call all fouls (there shall be no held whistle).
c. Before the start of the game:

1. check
(a) the field
(b) 10 minutes before the start ofthe game, check the offi-

cial scorebdok
(c) each sigires equipment

2. instruct tfirtimekeepers, scorekeepers and linespeople of their
duties.

3:1explain charging of the goalkeeper to the players.
d. Uge the whistle to:

I. signify that the ball is out of play
-2. restart play

(a) for a kick off, penalty kick or corner kick

(b) (exception
.a team time-out or temporary suspension of play

(excepticin arop ball)..
3. signify a field goal or penalty goal.

Note: The referee shall refrain from using the whistle_ at any othertime:
e. If the horn blows, indicating the end of a playing period, while

the ball is on its way to the goal, the referee shall hold the whis-tle. The ball is in play until it hits a player (exciusing the goal-
keeper), the goalpost, (the crossbar or passes a boundary line or
the goal line ( field goal).

Note:
1. An opponent shall contact the ball in a legal manner.
2. A ball deflecting off the goalkeeper into the goal shall bescored a field goal.

f., Suspend the game in case of injury. There shall be sufficient time
to safely remove the injured player.
Note: If the player is slightly injured, the game shall not be

stopped until the ball is out of play. A player who is.able
to go to a boundary line shall not be treated on the field.g.. Suspend or terminate a game because of weather conditions,

spectator interference or any unforeseen cause. Any game not
I completed shall be replayed froW the start unless previous ar-

rangements have been made by bdth teams.
h. Warn any player or coach of.misconduct.
OFFICIAL SOCCER RULES FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN _ 35
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Rule 3. Officials

i. Refrain from putting into effect any penalty that would give an
advantage to the team of the offending player(s).

end of the game: check the score and sign the. official
scorebook.

SECTION 24. LINESPEOPLE

a. The home team shall be responsible for providing four linespeo-
ple.

b. The linespeople shall assist the referee by indicating wiien and
where the ball went out-of-bounds. The referee shall decide where
the ball left the field'.

c. The linespeople shall carry an extra game ball and act as ball re-
i)trievers.

SECTION 25. TIMEKEEPERS
a. There shall be two timekeepers..

1. The home team shall provide the official timekeeper
2. The visiting team shall provide the assistant timekeeper.,

b. The timekeeper shall use a visual stop clock or stop watch. .
c. Duties of the official timekeeper:

1. Keep' an account of the playing time
(a) high school

(1) 18-minute quarters
(2) tie gametwo 5-minute overtime periods

- (b) College .

(1) 45-minute halves
.(2)- tie gametwo 10-minute overtime periods.

2. Signify by means of a horn the termination of each playing
period.

3. At the officials' table, audibly count down the last 60 sec-
onds of each playing period by tens to the last 10 seconds and
then by ones.

4. Start the clock:
(a) on the kickoffwhen the ball is kicked -.
(b) penalty kick

. (1) after, a penalty goal is scoredwhen the ball is kicked
on the following kickoff

(2) after the ball nasses over the end line or the crossbar
when the ball is kicked on a goal kick

(3) if the ball remains in playwhen the ball touches the
goalkeeper or another player on the field

3$
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Rule 3. Officials

(c) when play restarts after the clock has been stopped.
(1)- if a throw-inwhen the ball touches a player on the

_ field.
(2) if a kickwhen the ball 'slicked.
(3) if a drop ballwhen the ball is touched by a player.

5. Slop the clock on the referee's signal
(a) goal
(b) penalty kick

V(c) corner kick (high school only)
V(d) team time-outs (high school only)

(e) injury
(f) temporary suspension of the game
(g) warning or disqualification
(h) when signaled to do so by the referee

6. Sound the horn when the ban is out of play:
(a) for substitution wOn notified, by the official scorekeeper
(b) when the coach domes to the officials'Jable to request a

team time-out
d. Duties of the assistant timekeeper:

1. shall have a separate,timing device
2. check and indicate when time has expired

(a) intervals between playing periods
(1) 2 minutes between quarters (high school only)
(2) 10 minutes between halves
(3) 5 minutes before the first overtime period
(4) 2 minutes between overtime period

V(b) team time-out (high school only)-2 time-outs of 2 min-
utes each

(c) substitution-30 seconds
(d) at the table, with the official timekeeper audibly shall,

count down the last 60 secorillt of each playing period by
tens to the last 10 seconds and then by ones.

SECTION 26. SCOREKEEPERS
a. There shall be two scorekeepers:

1. The home team shall provide the official scorekeeper
2. The visiting team shall provide the assistant scorekeeper.

b. Duties of the official scorekeeper: AP

1. Record the first and last name and number of the players and
substitutes of each team.
(a) indicate the goalkeepers each team by I"G"
(b) indicate the captain of each team by a `C"
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Rule 4. Time Factors, Scoring and Play

2. Record the team taking the firstvkick off.
3. Record each type of goal (field goal or penalty go.. e

J4. Record etch, team time-out. Notify the referee when a team
has taken more than two team time-outs (high school only).

'5. Notify the official timekeeper when a player reports for sub-
stitution.

c. Duties of thesssistant sccorekeeper:
1. Keep a separate scorHook..*"
2. Compare records -after each goal, team tine -out, and playing

period.

V

Ride 4. une Factors, Sco&g and Play.

SECTION 27. LENG OF GAME
a. High School

1. The game s consist of 18-minute quarters.
2. There shall b- a two-minute interval between the first and sec-

ond quarters and between the third and fourth-quarters.
3. There shall b a-10-minute interval between each half.

b. College
1. The game s consist of 45 minute halves.
2. There shall be 1-.-ffrintite interval between each lialf.

c. The periods may be shortened by mutual consent of the coaches.
The referee shall be notified before the start of the playin
period(s).

SECTION 28. OVERTIME
a. In case of a tie game, there shah be two extra periods

1. high school 5 minutes each-
2. college 10 minutes each

b. There shall be a five-minute interval between the end of the
"'" fourth quarter and the first overtime period.

c. There shall be a two-minute interval between the first and second
&overtime periods.

d.4.he ends of the field shall be Changed at the start of each aver-
time period.

e. The team which gad the first kickoff of the game shalLkick off at
the start of the first overtime period. The other team shall kick
off at the start of the second overtime period.

f. ,.If the score is tied' at the end of the two overtime periods, the
game shale remain a tie.r, 4
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SKTION 29. TIME-OUTS
a. Time shall be out onlY when ordered by the refeite.
b. Time ;IC be out and the clock stopper on the referee's .tiggklArr:

1. afterlt goal is scored
2. when a penalty kick is awarded

,13. when a corner kick is awarded (high s ool)
N/4. team time-outs (high school)

5. when an injury occurs
6. warning and disqualification
7. when signaled to do so by the referee

See: RULE 3. Section 25, c 5
c. Time-out due to an injury ..-----°".

1. If a team had possession of the ball (except within the penalty
area), play shall be restarted from an i direct free kick.

2. If neither team had possession of th ba (except within4he
.

.
penalty area), play shall be restarted l a drop ball. i" ..

' 3. If the ball is out of play within the p ty,area, play shall be
` restarted at the ntarestspot outside t penalty area.

d. If a captain of coach requests a time-o 't, for an interpretation of
a.referee's decision (not a judgment decision) and the referee's de-
cision' is found to be incorrect, the time-out shall be charged to
the referees.

Je. Team time-outs (high school)
1. Each team shall be allowed two team time-outs of two minutes

each. ..
Penalty for e 1: PENALTY KICK

)2. A team time-out may be requested by any player on the field
.

or by the coach at the officials table when the ball is out of/
play.

3. If an injured player remains in the game, the teen of the of7
fending player shall be charged with a team tithe-out. 1.

, Spe: RULE 2. Section 17 . . Ce:-.F.

4. If a substitution- takes more than 3Q seconds, the team o 'the
offending player shall be charged with a team time-out. I

See: RULE 2. Section 18, (e) 6 and 7 .5. Team time-outs not used in the regulation .game may be ac-
cumulated and used in theovertime periods. .

4. If a captain or oach requests time-out for an interpretation of
a referee's de "on.(not a judgment decision) and that decision
Is found to correct, the team making the Vequestshall be
charged with a team time-out., .-- .
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Rule 4. Time Factors, Scoring and Play

See:"RU.LE 4. Section 2p d. .
a team doesn't have any timerantt remaining, a penalty:kick

is awarded.
f. Pjay laxestarted after time -out is taken:

-. I the. ball passed the side linethrow-in
2. -if the ball has passed.the endlinegoal kick or corner kick

if. afoul, was calledpenaltyfoi the foul ;
. -.. .

(i.e.) direct free kick, indirect free kick, drop ball, penalty kick.
-4. if a goal kickoff.

SECTION 30. TIME-IN , -
.

The timekeeper shall start the clock: as stated in RULE 3. Section
1.-:'.:25ii,(c) 4

)
'SECTION 31. SCORING
Field goal ; 1 point
Penalty goal 1 point . r----".)
Defaulted game 1-0 . . . -, - :
Tie game , . . 2 overtime periods .,
a. A goal shall be sCored. when the ball has 'passed completely over
- the goal lineutider` the cMssbar.. See: RULE 1, Section.1,3, Note.
b. A gOal shall be. scored-if the Crossbar becomes displaced: d-tie

ball passes die:soallin lido* there .the crossbar .have
been, . 7 '' . 0. , 6.Z :'' .',. :

c. The learn scoring the 'grea num er of goals during.'lle.aaNne
shall-Ye the winner. . . 4.' ''..

d. A.fielt4oal shall be seored:,
,l-peti a plaxer, within her own goal area --deliberately; stopsw

: ": or deflects The ball with the hand or. Fn to arevent a sure, goal. i,

*'. Note: the goal shill be scored evelithsugh the ball 44 not
. .., pass the goal line Under the crossbar. . . ,- -).'..;- . '2 2. directlyfrom a drop ball, a corner kick, or a direct free track .

'...- e. A field goal shall not be scored directly from a kickoff, a 46a1
kick;a throw-in or an indirect lime kick. . .. -:- -

Penalty for e:. GOAL KICK .. . '. ." -

TtIROW-INif the ball was thrown -into ';lie
goal, ..." .. I

.1... A .pehalty"goal shall be scored if the penalty" kick is deflected. into
...... tfie -goal' by the

,
gOalkee per,

Note Any. fe,110(4:shot, shall be a field goal.
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Rule 42 Time Factors, Scoring and Play'

g. Defaillted game:
1. The score of a defaulted game shall be 1-0 unless the default-

ing team has the lower score.
'2. A game shall be defaulted when:

(a) a team fails to have eleven players to start the game
(b) a team fails to have nine players to continue play
(c) a coach or player refuses to leave the team bench or field

after expulsion from the game

SECTION 32. PRELIMINARIES

a. The coach shall submit the starting lineup and the substitutes to
the official scorekeeper 10 minutes before the start of the game.
1. The coach shall include: the first and last names and numbers.
2. The goalkeeper shall be indicated with a "G."
3. The captains shall be indicated with a "C."

b. Coin toss
I. Before the start of the game, the visiting captairi shall call the

toss of the coin while it is in the air.
2. The winner of the toss shall have

(a) choice of ends or
(b) choice of receiving or talcingthe kickoff

3. The loser shall have the other choice.

SECTION 33. START PF PLAYING PERIODS
At the start of each playing period the teams shall:
a. 'Alternate kickoff.
b. Changi ends of the field.

t
SECTION 34. BALL OUT OF PLAYBALL IN PLAY
a. The MI is OUT of 'Play:

1. when the entire ball, whether on the ground or in the air has
passed a boundary line. The ball is out of bounds if it lands
within the field after passing a boundary line in mid-air.

2. when the referee blows the whistle to stop the game.
b. The ball is IN play:

at all other times including rebounds into the field from,a goal-
post, crossbar, or corner flabbit!'Dlthe ball rebounds into the
field from the referee, h.i.0-play:T.ns

c. Play shall restart: '
1. when the ball has p4ssed'a boupgarj linea throw-in, gqaj kick

or corner kick .:(4
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Ie 8. Offside

2. when a foul o a.free kick or penalty kick
3. after a to rary suspension :of .playdrop ball (unless the

temporary pension should have restarted.with a free kick
or throw-in),
DROP BALL-See RULE 2.

«.-4. when a goal has been scored :kickoff.
..Note: The play shall restart from the position of the ball'and not the

position of the player.
Rule 5. Kickoff

SECTION 35. WHEN TAKEN

A kickoff shall be taken:
a. to start each playing period -

b. after a goal has been scored by the team that did not score

SECTION 36. PROCEDURE
a. On the referee's signal, the game shall start with a place kick from

the center of the-field.
Note: A PLACE KICK IS A KICK AT A STATIONARY BALL

- ON THE GROUND.
b. Every player shall be within her half of the field.
c. Every opponent shall be outside the center circle.until the ball is
.kicked. (A teammate of the kicker may be anywhere within her

. ..". half of the field.)
-a.-Illie ball shall not be in play until it has been kicked forward its

circumference.
RULING for b-d: KICKOFF IS REPEATED
Note: When the word repeat is stated; the same team shall put

_ : the ball in play.
e: The ball shall be motionless when the kick is taken.
f. The kicker shall not play the ball a second time until it has been

:. touched by another player. -

Penalty for e-f: INDIRECT FREE KICK
g,. A field goal shall not be scored directly from a kickoff.

nalty for g: GOAL KICK

Rule 6. Offside

SECTION 37. WHEN OFFSIDE
:a*,.Ap attacking player shall be offside when she is nearerithe oppo-
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Rule 7. Direct and Indirect Free Kicks

nent's endline than the ball at the moment the ball is played un
less:
1. the player is in her half of the field
2. there are two opponents nearer their endline than the player
3. the ball was last tbuchedy an opponent
4. the opponent receives the ball directly from a goal kick or a

corner kick.
Penalty for a: INDIRECT FREE KICK

b. A player with the ball shall never be offside.
c. A player, who is not offside when a teammate passes the ball ortak a free kick, a throw-in, or a drop ball shall not be offside

when she goes forward during the flight of the ball.
d. The referee immediately shall call offside.

Note: A player shall not leave the field to avoid beihg offside
(see RULE 2, Section 15, d).

Rule 7. Direct and Indirect Free kicks

SECTION 38. TYPES OF FRBE KICKS t
a. Direct free kicka place kick from which a field goal can be

scored directly against the opposing team.
b. Indirect free kicka place kick from which a field goal can be

scored against The opposing team after the ball has touched
another player.

SECTION 39. WHEN TAKEN
A free kick shall be taken to restart play

4,
after a foul has bfej) .

called.
Note: Fouls which result in a direct or indirect free kick arklisted

under RULE 13. Sectiori 54

SECTION 40. PROCEDURE
a. The free kick shall be taken:

1.. by an opponent of the offewling team.
2. from the spot where the ball is out of play

(a) a penalty kick shall be awarded when a player, within
her own penalty area, commits a foul which should have
result in a direct free kick.resulted
an in ct free kick awarded within the penalty area shall
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Rule R. Penalty Kick

not be taken within 10 yards of the goalline.
b. The ball may be kicked in any direction.
c. If the player kicks the ball from a free kick directly into her goal,

no field goal shall be scored.
Penalty for c: CORNER KICK

d. When a free kick is taken by a player within her own penalty
area, the ball shall be kicked out of the penalty area.
1. Every opponent shall be outside the penalty area and 10 yards

from the ball until it is kicked.
2. No teammate of the kicker shall touch the ball until it is out-

side the penalty area.
e. Every-opponent shall be 1-0-yards from the ball, until it is kicked

(a teammate of tile kicker may stand anywhere within the field).
f. The ball shall not be in play until it has been kicked its circum-

ference.
RULING for d-f: REPEAT THE KICK

g. The ball shall be motionless when the kick is taken.
h. The kicker shall not play the ball a second time until it has been

touched by another player.
Penalty for g-h: INDIRECT FREE KICK

i. A field goal shall not be scored from an indirect free kick, if the
ball is kicked directly into the opponent's goal.
Penalty for i: GOAL KICK\ Rule 8. Penalty Kick -

ea"

SECTION 41. WHEN TAKEN
a. A penalty kick shall be awarded when a player, within her own

penalty area, commits a foul which should have resulted in a di-
rect free kick.

The position of the player, not the ball determines the .
a rding of the penalty kick.

</b. A team takes more than two team time-outs (high school).
c. Failure to notify the referee when the goalkeeper is changed and

the new goalkeeper, not wearing a distinguishable jersey handles
the ball within her own penalty area.
See: RULE 2. Section 19 g

d. A penalty kick shall not be awarded when a player commits a.
foul which should have resulted in an indirect free kick.
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Rule 8. Penalty Kick

SECTION 42. PROCEDURE

a. The penalty kick # a place kick taken anywhere on the penalty
kick mark.

b. Every player (except the kicker and the opposing goallceeper)
shall be outside the penalty area and restraining line in the field:

c. The opposing goalkeeper shall stand, with feet stationary, on the
goal line until the ball is kicked. After the ball is kicked, the goal-
keeper may advance.

d. The referee shall blow the whistle when every player is in position
and the kicker has been recognized.

e. The kicker shall:
1. stand anywhere within the penalty area
2. raise an arm to be recognized by the referee and the opposing

goalkeeper.
3. attempt to send the ball between the goalposts
4. not play the ball a second time until it has been touched by

another player.
Note: If the ball rebounds from the goalposts or crossbar, it
has not been touched by another player.

RULINGS be: 1. Foul by an ,opponentthe kick is REPEATED if
no penalty goal is scored.

2. Foul by a teammate or the kicker.
-INDIRECT FREE KICK, NO PUALTY GOAL
IS SCORED

f. The ball shall no be in play until it has been kicked its circum-
ference.
Penalty for f: INDIRECT FREE KICK

g. Time of play shall be extended at the end df a playing period to
award a pezialty kick. Only the kicker shall play the 15all.

SECTION 43. PENALTY GOAL
a. A penalty goal shall be score en the ball bas pstecrti;e.ioab.

line under the crossbar.
. .

b. When the ball is deflected, into the goal bY. the opPosing'gcaI-
keeper. -
Note: Any follow-up sbat,iiiall be scored as a fie121

SECTION 44.PENAITY KICK IS OVER
a. The penalty kick is over and play restarts by a:

1. kickoffwhen a penalty goal has been scored
2. goal kickwhen the ball passes over the endline or the cross-.

bar.
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Rule 10. Corner Kick

b. The ball is in play when the penalty goal is not scored and the
ball remains within the field.

Rule 9. Goal Kick

SECTION 45. WHEN TAKEN.

A goal kick shall be taken by an opponent of.the player who last
touched the ball before it passed the opponent's endline or above
the opponent's crossbar.

SECTION 46. PROCEDURE

'a. The ball shall be placed anywhere within the half of the goal area
nearest the spot where it passed the endline or above the crossbar.

b. The ball shall be kicked out4di the penalty area.
c. Every opponent shall be outside the penalty area (a teammate of

the kicker's may stand anywhere within the field).
d. No teammate of the kicker shall touch the ball until it is outside

the penalty area.
RULING for b-d: REPEAT THE KICK .

e. The ball shall be motionless when the kick is taken.
f. The kicker shall not play the ball a second time until it has been

touched by another player.
Penalty for e-f: INDIRECT FREE' KICK

g. A goal shall not be scored from a goal kick, if the ball is kicked
directly into the goal of the opposing team.
Penalty for g: GOAL KICK

..

Rule 10. Corner Kick

SECTION 47. WHEN TAKEN
A corner kick shall be taken:
a. By an opponent of the player who last touched the ball before

it passed her own endline, or above her own crossbar.
b. When a player kicks the ball from a free kick, directly into her

own goal, no field goal shall be scored. The opponents shall be
awarded a corner kick.
See: RULE 7.Section 40c.

SECTION 48. PROCEDURE
a. A place kick shall be taken from anywhere within the quarter

circle at the nearest corner.
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Ride VI. Throw-in

b. Every opponent shall be 10 yards from the ball until it is kicked.
c. The ball shall not be in play until it has been kicked i

ference,
RULING for b and c: REPEAT THE KICK'

d. The ball shall be motionless when the kick is taken.
Ve. The kicker shall wait, for the referee's whistle before kickin

balL
f. The kicker shall not play the ball a second time until it s been

touched by another player.
Note: If the-ball rebounds from the crossbar or go sts, it has
not been touched by another player.

g. The goalkeeper shall be entitled to clear vision of the ball.
Note: An opponent shall not obstruct the goalkeeper after the
ball has been kicked.
See: RULE 13. Section 59
Penalty, for d-g: INDIRECT FREE KICK

h. A field goal may be scared directly from a corner kick.

Rule 11. Throw-in
. . .,

SECPCIN!49. WHEN TAKEN
A:-throW-in shall be taken by an opponent of the player who last
touched the ball before it passed the sideline.
Note: If the bill:1)01es the sideline in mid-air and curves back into

the field, the;, ball. :is `still out-of-bounds. ,Even if the ball lands
within the fiei;110:bajl is still out-of-bods. (A drop ball shall . .

be taken when 'tvis)::Oitponents simultaneously touch the ball be-
fore it passes the'botiidary line.) See: RULE 12: Section '52

SECTION 50. PROCEDURE

.4,:The ball shall be thrown-in from the spot where it passed the

The ball may be thrown in any direction.
Every opponent shall be 10 yards from the spot of the throw-in
't#rtd the ball is thrown.

," he ball shall not be in play until it enters the field.
tULING for c and d: REPEAT THE THROW-IN

Note: .

. It, a throw-41 never enters into the field and lands out-of-
-..0aunds the throw-in is repeated. (The ball is still out-of-play.)

. If i throw-in enters into the field in mid-air and then curves,
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Rule likprolitiall
4r

back out-of-boundi before touching the ground, the oppo-
nents shall be awarded a throw-in.

e. The thrower 0-Ian stand outside the sideline until the ball is re-
leased.

f. A part of each foot shall be touching the ground when the ball
is released.

g. The thrower shall not play the ball a second time until it has been
touched by another player.

h. A field goal shall not be scored from a throw-in, if the ball is
thrown directly into the goal.
Penalty for e-h: THROW-IN

i. Types of throws .

N/1. High schoolThe throw-in chall be taken with one; or two
hands, using any type of throw.
Experimental ruleUse the same type of throw-in as the col-,
lege rule. See i. 2.

2. CollegeThe throw-in shall be taken from behind and over the
head with the equal use of both hands.

Penalty for i: THROW-IN

Rule 12. Drop Ball

SECTION 51. DROP BALL ,

A drop ball is when the referee holds the ball at waist level and lets it
. drop to the ground between any two, opponents.

SECTION 52. WHEN TAKEN
A drop ball shall be taken when:
a. Two opponents, simultaneously touch the ball before it passes

the boundary line.
b. Two opponents simultaneously foul.
c. There is a temporary suspension of play and no team h posses-

sion.

SECTION-53. PROCEDURES
a. A drop ball shall be taken 5 yards from the spot where the ball-

passed the boundary line.
.b. When I drop ball occurs within the penalty area, the drop ball

shall be taken at the nearest spot outside the penalty area.
c. Any two players, except the goalkeeper, shall take a drop ball.
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Rule 13. Fouls

d. All other players shall be anywhere in the field.
e. Each player taking a drop ball shall:

1. face her opponent's goal
2. contact the ball after it rebounds from the ground
RULING for e2: REPEAT THE DROP BALL

f. The ball shall touch the ground before it can be played.
RULING for f: I. FIRST TIME a player fouls: REPEAT THE

ISROP BALL
2., SECOND TIME the same player fouls: IN-

DIRECT FREE KICK
g. A field goal may be scored directly from a drop ball.

Rule 13. Fouls

SECTION 54. TYPES OF FOULS
a. Fouls involving contact:

I. Trippinj
2. Kicking
3. Striking
4. Jumping in
5. Holding
6. Charging
7. Hand ball

Penalty for a: DIRECT FREE KICK
b. Fouls with no contact

1. Dangerous play
2. Obstruction
3. Offsides
4. Illegal equipment
5. Illegal substitution
6. Fouls of the goalkeeper's privileges
7. Interference with the goalkeeper
B. Nonparticipants
9. Players leaving the field

. 10. Improper procedure for kicks and drop balls
Penalty for b: INDIRECT FREE KICK
c. Misconduct
Penalty for c: I. First offensewarning and INDIRECT FREE

KICK
2. Second offenseexpulsion. and INDIRECT

FREE KICK
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Rule 3. Fouls

SECTION 55. TRIPPING, KICKING, STRIKING AND JUMPING
A player shall not trip, kick, strike or jump into an opponent.

Penalty for Section. 55: DIRECT FREE KICK
Note: A legal sliding tackle is one in which one or both feet slide to

tackle the ball. The initial contact is with the ball and may not be
executed outside the peripheral vision of the opponent.

SFs9.T1.0156. HOLDING AND CHARGING
}aiding is impeding progress by placing the hand(s) or extended
arm(s) in contact with.an:oliponent. Charging is pushing into an op-
ponent with the body aid/or hand(s).
a. A player shall not hole5r charge an oppone

Penalty for a: DIRECT FREE KICK
b. Charging the goalkeeper See: RULE 2, Section 19 e

Penalty for b: DIRECT FREE KICK

SECTION 57. I-IAND BALL
A player shall not contact the ball intentionally with a hand or arm.

fa.

(This does not apply to the goalkeeper within her own penalty area.)
Penalty for SECTION 57: DIRECT FREE KICK
Note: Unintentional- handlingA player shall no be penalized when

a ball strikes or touches her hand(s) or arm(s even if the advan-
tage is gained by the offending team.

Note: Legal chest protection shall be with the arms rossed upon the
chest with palms fI t against the body. The forearms must be in'
contact with the b y.

SECTION 58. DANGEROUS PLAY
A player shall not play the ball in a dangerous manner which may
cause injury. Examples of dangerous play are:
a. raising the foot to shoulder height_ or hitch kicking while an op-

ponent is within 6 feet
b. lowering the head to waist level while an opponent is within 6

'feet
c. playing the ball while sitting or lying on the ground
d. delaying the game by sitting or lying on the ball.
Penalty for a-d: INDIRECT FREE KICK
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Rule 13. Fouls

SECTIO 9. OBSTRUCTION
A player without the ball shall not, hinder or impede an opponent
from .playing the ball. Examples of obstruction are: using the. body,
as an obstacle, running between an opponent and the ball and guard-
ing the ball out-of-bounds.

See: RULE 10. SECTION-48 g
Penalty for Section.59: INDIRECT FREE KICK.

r
.,

SECTION 60. OV.ESIDES
See RULE 6

SECTION 61. ILLEGAL EQUIPMENT
See RULE 1, SECTION 14

SECTION 62. ILLEGAL SUBSTITUTION
a. Player See RULE 2. SECTION 18
b. Goalkeeper See. RULE 2. SECTION 19 f

sEcVi:s3.-fdui:s OF THE4GOALKEEPER'S'PVVILEGEk
See latlir.2':;SECTION 19 a-c

SECTION 64. INTERFERENCE WITH THE-d&ikEEPER
See RULE 2. SECTION 19 d,g

SECTION 65. NONPARTICIPANAN THE FIELD
A substitute, coach or trainer shall not be allowed on the field with-
mit permission from the:referee.
Penalty for Section 65: INDIRECT FREE KICK

SECTION 66. PLAYER LEAVING THE FIELD
See RULE 2. SECTION 15 d

SECTION 67. IMPROPER PROCEDURES FOR KICKS AND DROP
BALLS

a. Kickoff See RULE 5, SECTION 36 e-f.
b. Free kicks See RULE 6. SECTION 40-gh.
c. Penalty kick Set RULE 8; SECTION 42 b,e,f.
d. Goal kick See RULE 9. SECTION 46 e and f.
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Rule 14. Rulings

e. Corner kick See RULE 10. SECTION 48 d-g.
f. Drop ball See RULE SECTION 53 f.

SECTION 68. MISCONDUCT '
a. A coach or player shall not be.guiltY of:

1. Persistently infringing the rules': :
2. Showing dissent to the _referee'Or another player by word ,or

action
3. Displaying unethical behavior
Penalty for Section 68: FIRST. OFFENSEwarning and IN -'

DIRECT. FREE kICK .

SECOND . OFFENSEexpulsion from
the field and INDIRECT FREE KICK

Note: If the coach or player refuses to leave the field, the game
shall be defaulted to the opponent&

. ,

See: RULE 4. Section 31 c anclg
b..If any act of mis-onduct is severe; ttiseferee is empowered with-

out previous waving to immediately eXgellthe offender..

-Rule 14. R
-

SECTION 69. WHEN AWARDED . .

a. A ruling shall be awarded when improper procedure ,results in
the same team repeating thceicpspy....d

b. Improper procedure for ki throw-ins and drop ball
I. Kickoff See RULE 5. SECTION 36 b-d.
2. Free kicks See RULE7. SECTION 40 d-f.
3. Penalty kick See RULE.8. SECTION 42 b-d.
4. Gctat.kick See RULE 9: SECTION 46 b-d.
5. Corner kick See RULE 10. SECTION 48 b,c.
6. Throw-in See. RULE 11. SECTION 50..c,a.
7. Drop ball. See R LE 12. SECTION:5S e(2),f.

Su ns For Onininient,Play.

SECTION 70. DEFINI ION OF 'PENETRATION TIME
A teams renetratio time shall.be the time the ball is in play be-
tween the oppone ' .2s5-yard" *le and the opponents' end line.
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Rule 14. Rulings

1
SECTION 71. ADDITIONAL FIELD MARKINGS
Twenty five yards from each corner, on the sidelines, there .shall

, be a three-foot hash mark' bisecting the sideline. Pylons shall be
placed on the hash marks outside the field..

-

-.SECTION 72. TIMERS OF PENETRATIO , TIME
a.. - Two timers, one at each end of the

:
f d and on opposite sides of

'' the field, shall be off the playing fie
b: The timers shall not be affiliated w h either team.
c The timers shall stay at' the sa,me °cation throughout,the playingtime. ,

SECTI&73. PROCEDURE . .. .

.a. Timers:shall time n time for the regulation game and all' overtime periods. The ti g device should be one, which keeps
are accumulative record Of ime. .

b. Each timer shall time onl the 25-yard area at one end.
c: Each timedi shall record etime accumulate during each playing

period in the official score . book at . a of each playing.
period. .,..

d. Time shall be starte when the ball is sent into the 25-Arclarea:.:.
e. Time shallhe sto

1. when the ball: sent outof the 25 yard area
-2. When the ball out of play
Tinie shah. be ;fled on:
1. alret '1Cick,..goal- kick, corner kick, and a dtoP ball, when the

ball iSkiCkedi .

2. .a penalty 'when the ball does not score a goal and, is
touched by a player other than the kicker:
a throw-hi, when the ball touches aPlaYet'on the field.

/S
"\

ECTION:74. DETERMINATIO.IF OF A WINNER
a:/Plailhe regulation game, andlit a'tie score exists

two overtime periods. If a tie score exists, the winner shall
. the team that has accumulated the most penetration time dur-

ing the game and overtime..'periods.If the total time differential
,4:510 seconds or less, tie score

c. Play two additiongVovertime'veriods: If a tie score still exists,
t* Winner. shall be the, team that has accumulated the most pene-
tration time' during the.re.gulation game and all overtime periods.
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Rule 14. Rulings

If the total time differential is 20 seconds or less,za tie score still
r- exists.
, d. RApeat c to determine the winner.

O

1
RULES INTERPRETER

All questions regarding interpretations Ofthese rules should be
directed to:

BETTY BEGG
North Syracuse High Schdol
5353 W. Ta Road _

North Syrac , NY 13212
-)
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3 26b 37

14c 30

13 55 52

2 19f 33
2 18e 32
2 18d 32

70 54
74 55

1 11 29

11 50 49
11 49 491ttsides

Overtime

1Pehalfy area

Penalty kick
Procedure
When taken

6

4

1

8
8

.37

28

6

42
41

44

38

28

47
46

Timekeepers
'Assistant

Official
3
3

25d
..25c

37
36
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TO ALL SOCCER ENTHUSIASTS:

Yoii have .the opportunity to influence changes in, the NAGWS Soc-
cer Rules. Please fill out the questionnaire and express your Opin-
ions for the Rules Committee.

QUESTIONNAIRE ON 1978 SOCCER RULES
NAME

ADDRESS
it.4

STATE
ZIP

LEVEL: 'Elementary Junior High Senior High College
Coach_Official_Player

Did you use:
Experimental Rule 1 no team time-outs
YES Why?

Why'not?
Experimental Rule 2 no time-out for corner kicks
YES __Why

NO Why not

Experimental Rule 3 two hand overhead throw
YES Why?

NO Why not?

Which Experimental Rules should be included in the Official Rules'
#1 YES__ NO

#2 YES_ NO__
#3 YES NO

Comment on the 1978 Official Rules. Do you favor?
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YES NO

1. Field markings

2. Length of game

3. Calling all fouls

4. Coiling all offsides

5. One point field goal

6. Only opponents 10 yards away

7. No time out for substitution
Do you have any other suggestions for rule changes or clarifications?

YES NO

If yes, please state:

RETURN TO: Pat McEvoy
Alfred-Almond Central School
Almond, New York 14804

DE DLINE DATE: December 1, 1978
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Future of Girls' Soccer
in the United States

JOHN MCKEON

John McKeon is a professor of physical education and men's
soccer coach at East Stroudsburg. State College, East Strouds-
burg, Pennsylvania. He holds a B.S. from Drake University, an
M.S. from Springfield College, a Post Masters from New York
University and a D.P.E. from Springfield College. He has been
coaching soccer for 25 years and has conducted numerous
clinics. Also, he has been the publisher of Soccer Monthly,
past president of the National Coaches Association and, for
seven years, secretary of the NCAA Soccer Rules Committee.

It is easy to recall approximately 10 years ago when girls' soccer
was limited to the physical education class. It has had a difficult
tiine expanding since the game had been influenced by field hockey
regulations.':,Two examples are: (1) the old rule stated that on a
,comer: kick. all the defenders were on the goal line, and (2) the
Phyie41,hrirkings of the penalty area were similar. We all know
how lavich the spOtt has grown, but the question now is what does
the luture -hold.? _ .

Initially; there ea. definite interest in having similar roles for
7.alitvi-hp, .0127 the game., When a girl learns the skills and techniques
of thekkiitne pAying. in her tp.vn:reereat4on. prograM or through a
youth league at flit eledlentaiyichboIlevel, there will be no prob-
lem when playingCin kiuniMer,tetreatienal league or a high school
or a college varsity team. Because of the numbers of girls playing
high school soccer, there is increasing pressure to establish college
level teams. When this occurs, we will see an explosion f 5 Qnd
what we presently realize.

What do we have now? We have the girls girls who are skilled,
girls who can develop nattrally and equally without any difficul

-All they need is proper teaching, coaching and opportunities to use
their skills. Yes, we have ,a need for good coaching (a coach who
understands the game).

You will notice the recurring themes: (1) girls are capable of high
levels of soccer skills,,(2) they need opportunities to put into prac-
tice,what they have learned (more games, longer schedules, summer
recreation progranii), (3) they need good teaching/coaching, (4)
competent officials are needed.
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Socgr Skills

.Let. uS exa,Mitie _each of these concepts. Skill can be learned
through demonstration, practice and correction of errors. Each girl
!must have the tools' of the game: a ball, adequate shoes, fields and
a.,coach whit, understandS the game.

We had a.girl.it 'Cainp a few years ago. Each day we had a two-
hour session the morning on skills, a two-hour session in the
afternoon on tactics and organized team games in the evening.

. -nem. wets At least one or two games every evening (quite a bit of
:Soccer in one day). This young lady, a senior in high school, never
left the field after. our sessions. For at least an hour after each ses-
sion,.she pradicted by herself. on a particular skill, She put in at
least- two anc a half to three hours extra each day. After the first
'day,-one or more of our staff members, being impressed, stayed
arid waited with her. By the end of the week, she took first place in

.eiery,s,kill test we held. She was as good as the best skilled boy we
tiad at -camp that summer and better than 95 percent of the others

:Whb had attended our camp. There are thousands of girls out there
, who: are. asgood or better than she was; it takes practice and dedica-

Game Situation:-

.Seconxi: game intelligence is the ability to put the skills into a
garne situation ..by working against an opponent(s) (1 vs. 1,2 vs. 2,
3 vs, 2); Play play, this is where we put acquired skills into

. ; piaAtice., From 1 vs. 1, we create gaMes of .6 vs. 6, 8 vs. 8 and
11% ;The laboratory is on the -playing field. Playing against op-:-.;

"..,pOnents and not oneself helps to improve' the team.
We' can- talk about two, dime, four;nd sweeper Back defensive.. systerns. Also;-two, three, halfbacks, overlap fullbacks, switching

', the floW of the garne anti beating an opriaji?fit one On One. How-
eyer,' this' iS ali .MeaningleSs unless the .skills are learned first. By
-expdsure to gaott..playing, seem high 'skill games, reading, and
dreStning about thg.game, a player will develop.game,intelligence.

° .Coaches

'Raving enough adequate' coaches-is where we.'fail: We do not
hive enough coaches and our. .experience is limited. The game is
exploding but we are unprepared. for the ikplosion, Each coach %.

must read about the game, attend gameS; participdte whenever
possible (get the feel of what yoarare asking your teams to ''dg.), and
attend clinics (especially those that allow for active -participation)..
Ga to summer camps and pick the brains of those:'w-ho have.more
experience, then put into practice-ailat yoU.haVe learned:..DO not
THE FUTURE OF GIRLS' SOCCER IN THE UNITEID`STATES.-



scrimmage your team every afternoon at practice. Work on cills,
discuss, run drills on techniques and then put the skills into game
situations.

Officiating

Whoever officiates girls' pines should be familiar with the .girls'
rules.

Summary

_To summarize, if the girls' soccer program is to be ready for the
tremendous growth which is coming, we need: highly skilled girls,
scholastic and collegiate teams, dedicated coaches and cornpeteut,.--
officials.
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Selecting Player Personnel
IRVIN R. SCHMID

Irvin.R. Schmid has been professor of physical education and
men's soccer coach for 30 years at Springfield College, Spring-
field, Massachyatos.He earned a B.S., a M.Ed. at Springfield
College and is...0rking on a doctoral degteeds Boston Univer-
sity. He has""ben an All-American ,playei,,!.canducted many
clinics and has written soccer books,;nd.,?oticles. In addition,
he has been president of N.E. Inteicollegiate Soccer league
ifid the National Soccer Coaches Association.

When a coach has many cancli41-tes for a team and must cin" the
lumber to a workable size, a difficult task is selecting the best per-

. sonnel. Invariably, mistakes may be made, hearts may be broken,
feelings of unfairness and even animosity may develop. The . first
phase is the selection of the squad; the second, the selection of the
team. The_ criteria for squad selection is general; the criteria for team
or position selection is quite spe,cific.

In. the process, a factor thit'should be examined is. that of phil-
osophy. The' philosOphy of 'ilif,:loho'b.1 principal or spOriabrintorga-
nization and/or the communky-should be consistent withqhat of the
coach, elSe,. the coach will be AInliapp,y, and probably unsuccessful.

Youth -Soccer (ages -642). is. falling into the pitfalls of other
sports: winning: is being Overemphasized, causing extreme ,pressure
on perfornianee by over-invOlved:,-par,ents and coaches. One;-tOwn has
eliminated sports for children Under the age of 10 claiming. corripe;
tition is unhalthy at that age.. ,Competition is not harmfulthe'
coaching and: selection of players is harmful. Proper coaching and =
use of playeri.ia.niost important at a Young age. At this tine, young:.
players develop attitudes that affect their-entire lives: '-.A..cOacli
should not select the .squad at the yptith level.. It Should be-ran-
domly selected and --assignedso many assigned -to each. team with
the stipulation that all must play at.least'half,-- of-each game. Then;
the task is limited to.Selecting a starting tea*:,-,'.

At the adolescent- level, (teamsjunior high school). and
college level; the squad selection followS:i Similar pattern. Are you
selecting to fill litoles left. by_graduationOr whatever reason, or are
you selecting an-entirely. new group each Year? -At'the college level,
where recruitinent most, prevalent, perhaps., selection is more to-
ward lost perlonnek

One of the. most 1Mportant limiting factors in selection is the
amount of available:tile players have to show their wares. Since
soccer is a fall sport;!time is usually very short, sometimes three- to
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five days before the first game. Time, to some degree, determines
the method used and helps, when short, to account errors.

The first step is to make sure that all candidates are eligible to
splay according to medical and academic regulation and/or rules of

the sponsoring organization or institution, league, conference, or
state association; not by the player's say-so but by checking. It. is
not uncommon to forfeit games won because of the use of ineligible
players. In fact, a 15-0-0 season may result in a 0-15-0 and loss of a
championship or tournament bid.

Most authoritifs seem to agree in theory that a coach'thould
select or fit thelystem or pattern of play to the players and not the
players to the system. The system is the order, organization,. or
formation of the 10 field players; the purpose is to give each player a
primary function. Each player has strong points, weak points and
special4alents. The system used emphasizes the strengths, covers .the
weaknesses and:uses players' special talents. However, the theory is
only a half truth in the selection of players. The writer believes a
coach must have a desired system in mind when choosing players to
help establish criteria on which to base the selection;, :You may ask ai:
player ta:change play a little to fit your plan, butonly after the se-
lectio'n tnmpleted. It's the same when one:lop0" for clothing.
You have:i0mething in mind but can't find .exact:IY you want.
You either-alter it or find the next best;-:YO:u.kvotildift select a
center-flotavarci if you play a four-man hice. If seen likely that
national coaches select players with a systemalready in mind.

Your..style of play is also to be considered7i0t short passing,
long passing, individual control or a running ;game? It all has a;..
bearing un selection.

There are three factors in soccer:
1. Technique or skill and knowledge of movement.
2. Tactics and strategy.
3. Fitness the string that runs through the performance and

ties it together: This may be eliminated from squad selec-
tion unless time is extremely short because it can be de
veloped in limited time. The coach also provides, the
tactics and strategy. -

The most important factor to start with is skill the present ski1K-
level with awareness of the potential. The younger the player, the
more the reliance should be on potential., The method most often
used for selection is'competitive matching-scrimmage. In akindi-
vidual sport this is simple, but difficult when the-play of one player
affects the effectiveness of another. It is best to put players against
each other and move them around untileach has been matched wit
and against each other.jor the same position. This method is b'
for the selection of the team for a particular match than for s uad
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to

selection, but it is All the most widely used and probably the best.
Tests have been constructed 'over the years for 'cting general

soccer ability. The business-like coach may use t biftmost; who .
have used them have fclund..them too complex, t aci time-
consuming and not sensitive enough todifferentia ability.
levels. There are too many additional factors w nnot be
measured by any objective test, although there c pressure
of testing Which may shA the playees.action..undorAPostue. A
present, the most. used skill test is ball..jsigglink. ffi£Wists and
rating scales may also be used, but moteis a .sunletrienelection
and to provide, necessary .information' of the- player spegi*hs an
-weaknesses. Other factors'to consider are:

1. Speed other things being equal, speed is the best Sttbstir e.
for skill, but there are various kinds of speed necessaryjo 1?e,
aleit for

,a. Perceptual speid (peripheral vision is part of it) .prtibably
most important, in the writer's opinion, especially for.;
offensive success. This is the ability to detect an open . 4
teammate out of: the corner of the eye n'otjust to see the;;Z.,
situation;-bia to recognize it. To trap 'a ball and hold it

"while lookink over the situation stows and weakens the;
offense many times. ,

b. S.peed of a fast start (quickness). It gives the step necessary
to get open for a pass.or intercept a pass and gives a

change of pace.
neces-

sary
c.V2a(v-ipeect.(as in sprints) valuabletut dash the .0P-

'ponent. Necessary to all positions but always a threat on
offense. S.-.

d. Change of direction speed (agility), .

2. Sense of movement on the field the ability to make oif-the-
'spot decision's, awareness of open space, and doing the light
thing.

3..Balance to control the ball in tight situations, feinting,
faking and shooting when on of6lense. 'Defensively Act-to be
destroyed by clever attackers.

. 4. Height not necessary but a definite advantage at all posi-
tions when the ball is in the air.

5. Weight . enough to be an advantage in holding Position
during bay contact. Not enough weight finds a player on
the ground more than on the feet. '

6. Aggressiveness, attitudes; etc.
As youselect your squad you will recognize three types:-
1. Those who are willing and able: These have skills and are

willing to sacrifice for the team. l'hey arel he ones on whom
your team's success will rest .-- the so-callqdbread and butter
players..
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. 2. Those tibirarld" not willing. They may win games for you but..
in the zun., they will lose many more. They will cause
you all .sorts of headaches and sleepless nights because they
never play' to their fullest capacities or potential. They are
difficult to tolerate 'and'probably best to eliminate. It's better
to lose after an honest effort than to be humbled by a ladc of

. effort:
3. Those willing and not able. These are tough to decide on be-

cause they are willing but simply not able. God didn't give
them the essentials. They never want for effort and go at it
every day unaware of their limitations: It's very difficult to
cut these players because sometimes a few can be develved
into. a mechanical handmade type of player who may do an .

adequate job when called upon. Although it's difficult to cut
them; sometimes you may have to. r-

The. composition of a soccer team' is similar to a symphony
orchestra. Each player may be a soloist but each must blend with
the others for harmony and the symphony. As with a jigsaw puzzle,
all the pieces must fit and no spaces are left to fill. There must be a
balance of offense and defense. In the selection of the team, it is
necessary to blend the abilities of the players into a harinonious
group.

Very young players at the start of the -season have too many
things to remember. All they want to do is run after the ball and
kick it, no matter where it is. As the season progresses, they will
learn. If you have a normal group, you will have the full range of
sizes and abilities. The usual procedure is to have the strongest
kickers play fullback, the best runners play halfback, and the fasteg
and most aggressive (those who will pass, shot and take chances)
play forward. Pay them at various positions.

With the squad. chosen, a flexible system should be selected which
has variation to 'fit the players' experience and talent. The fast
player to look for is one with the talent to be the key player, the
organizer and inspirer of the team, the truly brilliant player who
will make- things go. The key player is the halfback who ,is the
schemer, the leader, and the ball distributor. The person 'must be
smart, cautious and be able to hold the ball at the right time or
make a first time pass marking play with both long and short passes.
Usually this' person, if found, is made a halfback. Regardless of the
position, this player is the key to the offense. As I watched West
Germany in the 4 World Cup, this player was Beckenbauen,who
was given the first pass nearly 'every time and started the offense.

Be careful that too much play is not dependent on this person
so your team doesn't fall apart if that player is hurt or otherwise
unable to play. You may have two or three players around which to

is
6,
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revolve an offdnse.or defense or a key person in eachiposition: for-
ward; hal fbaniralltroback. -

Forwards

The center forward or striker is expected to score goals. What-
ever formation, thecenter forward must be.at the right spot at the.
Light time and. convert a short or long pass from any angle into.atight

The striker must exploit the slightest error by-the goalkeeper
or any defender and must be highly skilled in ball control in close
quarters. The player must have eat confidence, even cockiness;
so there will be no indecisivene,ff: The forward cannot hesitate, and
above all, must be .tough enough to take the knocks of.the position,
while ".being closelY marked. It .is difficult to find a player with
everything. Usilally,,the person possesses some of these qualities and .

this is when the system or style is altered.
The traditional inside forwards are the play makers,.the Passers,

the creators-of openings, so positional play is their forte. The for-
ward plays deep on defense at times and up on the line as well.
This player tnust be in great shape to cover a lot of ground but with
a purpose. The player needi an outstanding sense of position to be
able to read plays and, to think -a play or two ahead both on offense
and-defense. The forward must imProvise;vary play and distribute
so that the defense is always off balance.

In:today's game, there are strikers wliose primary function is to
score goals like the centerforward. The ideal winner has everythia,
such as Pele. There are two types: The;playmaker-schemer-tacticiin
and the scoter: 'Thescherner likes to play back andcontrol from
midfield. This Pliyer is at the. right place at the right time. The
forward knows when, where and which pass to use and where to go
'after making. it. This player may not be fast but covers much
ground, making it difficult for the defense to cover while moving in,
out, back and dashing tp the goal. The striker, like the center for-
ward, scores goali. -If -possible, use one of each = the schemer and
the scorer "but if they can do both effectively, it is a tactical ad-
vantage,.because they can switch roles foi a break. .

The wing forward is a most important player. Too many coaches ,"

hesitate to make full use of them, especially in today's game where
defense has pretty well plugged up the middle. In a wing, look for
speed (all the kinds mentioned previously). It is a requisite. If the

. wing gets by the defender, the player must be able to stay ahead-.
The person Should have great confidence to take on anyone and to
'make all: sorts of decisions (perhaps more than any other player.).
Some of the decisions that must.be,made are: when to go back for
the ball or take off for a lead-pasVwhen to'hOld-the.bakwhen and
where to cross, and where to move after a piss. The wing forwardy.

. . ..
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must have a full .bag of maneuvers so that the back never knows
what will happen. . .

Haffbaiks

.The .center halfback has always _beery a key offense play er )rover but has becorne more defensive ip rvielicafs until now; thisperson is a stopper, You, thereffore,_haveWfe. fat types With vary-ing jobs and strengths. In lopking for a stopper ,center half, the ,abilitrto win the ball isimportant. -.Height is imPortinttO control
high balls becatise the center forward is usually, tall: tall player isalso an asset in intercepting passes when play is bunched: The jot -4413f--
the center half is to seal off. the center field, by 'mktking the center' -

. forward. The halfback must be strong to control the Opponent and
be aggressive..The.person must be confident when deciding tcygo.forthe ball.' .S,pted is' indispensable but anticipation and mentalquick-
ness. will compensate to some extent. TheOalf filial lie quick antiagile to recover after a IniiSed tackle and haVe the. ability. to fledge

-.or delay a clever center forward Who-is trying tb go through. The'...player Must be smart, know when.tó chtllenge, not get drawn Out..
of position. and not- overcharge and' be be-4ff:- In sale athrcivilig
center halfback, the player person is nsWally. the best all-around-
player on the team:. The player must be able.to doMinato t
roam alLs.over the midfield, rifove up to support on the attack.andget back* mark the center forward - : ., .

The wing half. (link) must have both offensive and defensive
abilities, so look fbs highly...skilled `all-round pliyers. 'Playing bolk
offense and defeisc, the link must be in great shape:' speed ,is an
asset but not a necessity because the player must maintain 'a high
Work rate. The half needs .great 'peripheral vision fo. watch all;

-,-,playeis,-bot*ffelise. and 4fense The Wing half must be able tot ,

1-ead the .pjay.
Because-of their Physical attributes; attitvdes And ,Previou coach - .

fng;' some are-especially effective on defense -
ti They-are better

tacklers and have betfer defenii.ve skills, but can Support the attack-
And overlap. They ,anticipate -well and -stop the quick .cpenttr-

"attack.
There is also the Offensive- minded and skilled halfback who:

after setting up the first defensive barrier, goes, into the..attick as
soon as the team gains possession "of the ball. Thay .are playmarprs

. who:join the withdrawn inside fOrwards. Try to find one of each:-
. ,

.
Fullbieki . -r- 7 'r

The chief priority of a full backs the ability to wiz the ballot,
FullbackS should he physivally strong and toughlieight-is'a

,defi-7
.
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nite advant4e. The back must be agile and well-balanced, being
able to shift quickly, jump, lunge and always regainin balance.
The footwork of a boxer is needed for slides, shuffles forward, side-
ward, back pedals, fakes and feints in covering a clever forward or
setting up to tackle. Coping,with the fast wing forward, the siing.
fullback must be able tci run fast, think fast, move quickly and
recover if beaten so that the offense wIl not gain numerical adyan-tage. The fullback roust know the ame, be alert to size umthe
situation quickly and make the right move. The back must be able
to analyze the opponent quickly and know if the back can't,k.ick or
move to the left or right or must set up to shootkAnticipation will
help compensate for lack of speed. The player cannot be a ball-watcher. Sometimes the movement o e opponent is more im-
portant than the ball, so beware of theurullback who watches the
ball as the opponents move to dangerous positions behind the back.
The fullback must be confident of abilities = Rnow one's own speed,
skills, when to mark closely or rnerely cover, and how. The full-
back must have a good understandirowith the goalkeeper and the
other backs. The back quite often starts the counter-attack and
must be offense-minded. Since the forwards and halfbacks areclosely marked on the attack, the wing fullback often overlaps to
provide an extra person on the attack. The fullback must be adept
at one-timing the ball, whether it. is long, short, chip,or lob.

Height-and long legs are'nearly a necessity rathethan an advan.
cage for the inside fullIviik, unless one is an extremely good juniper
with great timing. Slower people can be placed inside if necessary.
The player needs to read the play well and fora the play to the
outside.

Goalkeeper

Many times there is little choice in selecting a ggalkeepei, and the
coach must talk the one player who tries for the team. With very
young players, everybody wants to get'into the act. Goalkeeping is
too inactive for them. Switch young players around until an interest
is shown or a talent displayed.

No special height is required of a goalkeeper. The tallerone is,
the better for high crosses and reach, but the goalie must be agile
enoughio get down quickly for low balls and regain position quickly'
after a dive. Weight and strength must be in proportion to height.
The goalie cannot be too thin or the persop will be easily knocked

. off the ball. Raw speed is not essential, but perceptual speed, pen-
pheral vision and quickness-of movement are essential. The player
must react instantly and get a quick start. The goalie must have cat-
like agility and be ready to dive, scramble, change direction in mid

twist-and turn.
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The goalie mit
contact withlittle otection. The playerrmust have great confi-

have great courage to expose oneself to hard

Wee, even a bit of showmanship. The goalie cannot afford to
itate. After making a decision (and it must be made quickly), the

''goalie must go through with it. Concentration is essential, especi-
ally wring inactive periods. Sometimes the goalie may be virtually

a spectator for alfbut one minute of a game, but must maintain con-
centration eo make a great save in the last few seconds. During in-
aivity, the player should analyze opposing players and team play
during midfield play to use when the time comes favorite moves,
strong foot, habits, etc. The goalie's greatest asset is anticipation or
reading the play to be always in position. T re is no substitute for
experience in goalkeeping; it is the only wa to learn.

Offensively, the goalkeeper can dictate the play by starting the
counterattack the moment that possessi is gained. The player
must act quietly or the advanta . The goalkeeper needs to
know the teammates and know how best tot counterattack each'

'time long kick, short roll to the side, throw to an open player.
Some keepers pray as an extra fullback when the team is well up on
the attack .and a clearing kick goes over the heads of the backs. The
goalkeeper needs the skills of one-time kicking and heading.

You may find one )goalkeeper who is exceptionally good in the
goal, the other good out of the goal. The chief priority in assessing a
goalkeeper is to note the ability to deal with crosses. It is far more
difficult to im ove a goalkeeper whose qualities are good only in
the goal than he goalkeeper, who is able ;o d1 with crosses and
the one-on-on

O.
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Elementary Speed and Accuracy Drills

JILL VOMACKA

Jill Vomacka is a physical education teacher and soccer coach
OC at Ebnont Memorial High School in Elmont, New York. She

has an A.S. degree from Nassau Community College and a,
B.S. degree from SUNY at Cortland.

In the past, playep have often felt very frustrates and em-
barrassed when they play soccer because they have a difficult time
getting the ball down the field. Then, once it is down there, they
either just miss a shot on goal or go so fast that their speed exceeds
their control and they overrun the ball.

Here are some drills to help players develop better ball control
while moving the ball, shooting on goal with accuracy and with
speed.

For the first Mill, place six to eight balls on the inside of the
circle atvariOusditances from the goal. 'Working one at' a time,
they must kick the ball into the goal as fast as they can, moving
from one ball to another. This drill, when performed without any
time limit, develops accuracy. The players may start at any ball,
coming from any angle.

CODE

X BALL:
CONE

P P L YiE R

---vPAtH OF BALL
C COACH
D DEFENDER

Figure 1. Shooting drill.
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A drill that works on both reaction time (speed) and accuracy
of shooting is done with the ball in motion. The ball is rolled from
behind the goal line, first from one side of the goal and then from
the other, out to the edge of the circle where the oncoming player
must take the ball under control and then shoot. Just as the shot is
taken, another ball is served and the player must quickly adjust the
position, gain control and shoot again. For a variation of the drill,
the ball can be rolled or kicked from the right side of the field and
then from the left side (stimulates game situation where the wing
cent a ball for a striker to shoot).

C

Figure 2. Pressure shooting.

A two-on-one drill can be done to build teamwork and scoring
power. In the two-on-one drill, the coach or another defensive

1
yer defends against two attacking players. The offensive players

w- t to draw the defensive player out to the ball. The player with
t ball can then give a square /pass or a lead pass to a teammate

o controls and shoots. The players learn to work with each other
d to beat a defender with a well-played pass.

. .
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Figure 3. Two-on-one drill.

A very simple drill consists of dribbling from the center of the
field and once inside the circle,..kicking the ball on goal. To make
this more interesting, set up four to eight cones in a line between
midfield and the circle and have the players weave in anout out of
the cones while dribbling the ball and then slot on goal. This im-
proves their ball control and shooting accuracy.

For conditioning, speed and accuracy, time each player perform-
ing or set up two relay teams, one working on each goal, and have
them compete. A time penalty can be included for a shot that
misses the goal.

Frequent practice with all of these drills is needed to improve
accuracy and speed. Beginning players need more work without
the pressure of time limits than. more advanced players. To de-
velop speed, place a time limit on the exercise or tell the players to
go as fast as they can, keeping control of the ball. Remember in a
game the importance of keeping the speed of play from exceeding
the player's or team's mastery of the ball.
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Figure 4. Dribble and shoot drill.

ti To work not only with offense. but, With-defense as well, the
'drills can be adjusted in the folloWing ways; in a-.two-oione situa-
tion.niake the one a defensive player; instead of:using cone$, use $
one-on-one situation starting from, midfield; When rolling ball
out, place a defender in the circle to make the offensive. player :
work harder for the goal; and of _course with 'all of these iirills,
place yo'ur goalkeeper in the goal and-working on defending,,,the-
goal, .

t
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Progressive Teaching cer

:: 'LINDA HALL

Linda Hall is an assistant profess xecreirlion at the Uni-
versity of Florida at Gainesville4 giola v.g.s. and M.S.
degrees from Georgia Southern Cetlifite-,I.Sfatesboro, Georgia.She is pursuing a Ph.D.- in man t of post - secondary'
education at Florida State Univ Tallahassee. She has .,been for the past six years corp .direcwr of recrea-
tional sports at the University "da,:Gainesville. She is
the vice-president elect for rec of theFlorida Assoclif-
tion of Health, Physical Educati ecre-ation:

The following series,of drills are ilignet aiein tea
basic rules and skills of soccer pr v 1.The basic -ob
to .teach the rules, ;skills, strategy niatiner as unifi aspossible. An important function o greisiOn i ttt move; thestudents through the phases (. , rulei,etc.) in gaMe-like conditions. R
the situation: The progressive p
flexibility as is deemed necessary
actly when every skill,. rule, etc.;
(punting.. headiflg,:blocking) are no
the plan alloiis'Air these to be
situation occurs. With -thiseiff t e in
helpful to thake a note as :to what- was tau
check what was taught against a Master. hit .1:51.4.

?.'"4- be taught during the unit:
Phase!., . Volley the ball with the lbot-',..A.Wknee, kick up to

head, shoulder, back to -.:ptc. Volleying. can' be,
riracticediat the begin
as a warm -up activity: ,e
in-30 seconds or I
activity.
Emphasize Ike,
turns, using.eith
of foot.
A., Dribble 'down' B. Dribble thron

Phase III. Teich pasiing and trapping simultaneously so that .bOth
skills can be racticed in the drills.

"Player 'A iasses to Player B. Player B traps the ball
and passaer4 back to A. Passes are made with the

lit when a
e ins
doe
44,

priate to
or as much

dicate
any skills

gression as
appropriate
ight find- it
phase, then

g that should

Phase II.

,period. It may serve
number of volleyS

als&ierve as a self-testing

ng techniques, control and
p or turn with inside or outside

d and back to starting point.
bstaile course.
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inside and outside of the foot. Practice foot traps
and.knee traps.

B. Players stand in a circle spaced about 6 feet apart.
The ballis passed around the circle. Passes are made
with the inside and outside of the foot and must be
trapped with the foot before it can be passed. M
the class gains control, two balls may be used and
the direction is changed on signal from the teacher.

C. Players form two lines. First players in each line
move down the field dribbling the ball a sh9rt dis-

. tance and passing to each other. The receiver gains
control of the ball with a foot trap (does not neces-
sarily have to stop), dribbles and passes in front of
partner. The partner traps the ball, dribbles, passes,
etc. as the two move down the field. Emphasis is on
making good passes in front of the receiver and gain-
ing control of the ball before beginning to dribble.

XX X X\ > new -v.v.,

XXXX >X^^ -"sx 5(

RUN --->PASS
DRIBBLE X PLAYER

Figure 1. Dribble and pass.

Phase IV. Explain and demonstrate tackling and dodging skills and
the meaning of defensive and offensive. 'Teach the rules
concerning tackling.
Players form two lines facing each other. Player A
dribbles toward Player B. Player B executes the tackle
designated for the drill. Player A attempts to dodge
Player B. Each player goes to the end of the line she/he
was facing.

7$ w ^ NAGWS SOCCER GUIDE
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x A x x TOCKLe

Figure 2. Dribble and dodge.

Any time during the following drills, specific rules may be covered
if a situation calls for an explanation, or time can be taken to set up
situations to cover specific rules and skills such as corner kick, de-
fense kick and penalty kick.
Phase V. Teach the rules concerning scoring. Emphasize control

and offensive and defensive techniques.
The first players from each line move down field drib-
bling and passing ball to each other (as in drill III C).
The defensive player attempts to tackle. If the offensive.
players successfully pass the_defensive,player, they con-
tinue toward the goal and shoot for a goal. The defen-
sive player gets ready an the. next two offensive players.

Phase VI. Add one offensive playei and introduce center forward,
right inner and left inner. Add one defensive player and
teach the duties qf fullbacks. Teach the rules related to
kickciff. Continue the drill in the same manner- as
above.

Phase VII. Teach the techniques of goalkeeping. Add a goalkeeper
and right and left wing. Continue to play.

Phase VIII. Move the offensive line to the center line and add the
offensive halfbacks. Teach the duties of the offensive
halfbacks. Continue play as 'above, emphasizing team-
work, player responsibilities, rules and strategy.

Phase IX. Add the defensive halfbacks and teach them their duties.
Continue to play.

Phase X. Add the fullbacks and goalkeeper to the offensive team.
Teach any rules necessary to begin play using the full
complement of players. Begin a regulation soccer game.

Now that the class is playing and lookirig forward to the game,
time may effectively be taken'at the beginning of the class to pracl
tice skills and/or discuss strategy. -
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Evasive Drilling

ROBERTA J. PARK

Roberta J. Park is the supervisor of physical education at the
University of California a; Berkeley. She holds an A.B. and
Ph.D. from the University of California at Berkeley and
from Ohio State University, Columbus. She was the associa
editor for the Research Quarterly, vat the board of editorior
Quest and a member of the NAGWS 1Vationertlfrrecer Co
mittee, 1972-74.

,

Learning to 'carry the ball while evading' opponents is a skill all
players need to cultivate. The'beginning, even intermediate; player
is likely either.tO: (1) pass the ball .when dribbling it would be the
most effective tactic, or the ball because the player has nor-
mastered evasive dribbling un. -4ressure. Several techniques can be
used to help the beginning and intemiediate'player to improve -the
"evasive dribbling ..techniques" (even the advanced player may-
benefit.)

Among those faults often connected with dribbling are: (I) hold-
ing the ankles too, stiff, which can cause the ball to be pushed too far
ahead; (2) failing to use either fqot with ease; (3) failing to keep the
upper.,part of Oat torso inclined slightly forward to keep the shoul-
ders well over thcball; (4) failing to look between taps to scan the
play; (5) failing to employ feints; (6) havineinsufficient dribbling
practice under ganie-like conditions.

Propel technique is certainly important. The player can begin
by walking with the ball; then jogging, then running. - The player
should practice: (1) using each foot and with all parts of the foot
(inside, outside, instep area near the toe, even the heel On occasion),
and (2 keeping the ball 'close to the feet (just far enough away not
to trip over it), as greater control is retained this way. Tendencies
should be resisted -to let the weight settle back onto the heels or to
let the knees and/or hips extend.

Players can be helpful to learn evasive dribbling by placing 8 to
10 players in 2 confined space (such as the center circle), each with..
a ball, and asking them to dribble- within the space, avoiding all
other players and balls.. Far more advanced players, anyone who
touches another player or ball is eliminated. This practice can be
varied with an element of competition by :permitting the-players to
dribble until the whistle blows, whereupon the coach, quickly se-
moves one ball and all players have to scramble for a ball other than
.the one they were dribbling. The player without a ball is eliminated
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until only three are left. These three are the victors. Those wait-ing outside the circle should be required to practice ball skills whilethey are waiting so as not to waste practice time.)

Figure 1.. Circle dribble.

In cases of large classes where the instructor has only a dozen orso balls, a quarter or third of the class can practice this while theremainder work on six or seven, aside games. Where the emphasis
is on developing balance, control, deception and acceleration whiledribbling, the temporary rule can be that no passing is allowed until 'the player has carried the ball a minimum Of five yards (excluding
the actual shot for goal).

It gbould be remembered, of course, that dribbling is only one ofmany skills necessary for good soccer. As much as it merits concen-
trated-and direCted practice, so do other skills.

EVASIVE DRIBBLING
81



To Educate the Feet
2-

RAMPACEK

Chris Rampacek is a graduate student at the University of
Florida at Gainesville working o an M.Ed. degree. He is also
the varsity soccer coach at Gainesville High School.

.

Soccer, (i.e., the universal football) is coming of age in America.
Eager, enthusiastic footballers, both' young and old, male and
female,. are running, kicking, and heading with a fervor beyond
imagined .expecations. With each new, soccer proponent comes the
need to provide guidance so that anxious energies..arechanneled in
soccer's Productive directions.,

Our dm here is to provide you with workable, easily assimilated
orientation to the world's most popular, yet relatively simple and
uncomplicated game, soccer.

football (i.e., soccer) is actly thatfoot and ball, in its purest
form. In .explaining soccer to the novice, the four-letter expletive
approach is considered appropriate and productive. Such' charac-
teristic verbiage as pass . . . ball. . . foot . . grid . . . kiss (and what-
ever else may be acceptable with your charges) will communicate the
basics of the game. Add'purposeful running within this context and
you will soon be kicking it in the right direction.

Let us examine the method within the madness. The foot is used
as the key instrument to impart momentum to either a stationary
ball or as A redirecting. influence to an incoming pass. The ball must
be controlled; therefore, the passing of the ball should be kept below
knee (inside of the foot pass). Hours spent in controlled, super-
vised performance, in order to perfe-ct .the ability to deliver the
timely, gentle (easily controlled) pass will repay 'countless scoring
dividends and 'unselfish team play: Gaine;like pressures eventually
are introducedto add continuity to isolated drill movement. Trans-
fer of knowledge from drill to game may prove tabe the greatest,,
obstacle in developing a flow in attick /defense, situations. . .

I" To overcome this dilemma, the introduttion of grid work should
prove beneficial. Grids are areas, delineated.with cones, ,t,tirts,
painted lines, etc.,'which restrict, or contain specified movement pat-.
terns. Measurements are flexible, containing to expected outcomes
or numbers of players involved.

. The confinement within the grid's "Perimeter.shonld transfer the . 4

concept of restricted movement and positional ,play (with aryl with-
coin the ball) to the larger field in future prngrsssion Ball'cont -.

trod -While in posse on, plus passing accurately under press,ure
go
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attack, are the fundatiental elements stressed .in developmental and
repetitious grid work..

Two players with one ball wolfithin a 12-yard square (grid).
The objective is to make consecutive, easily controlled passes.
Technique training is fundamental, so players_should consciously
concentrate on everything they do. The little things certainly do
cotint). Trapping, and passing are followed. by a redirected pass
(one touch' only) in this. piogression. When the pa.sSers feel, confi-

. dent, then add the element of time byrequiring quantity number of
passes within a timed requirement. The next step isthe introduction
of °playing triangles (triangulation) and creating space. The "give-
and-go" pass or wall pass is an example °of the idea of playing tri-
angles.

'Player A. gives an easily con-
tiolled paSs7 to Player B..who re-

. direets.the 'ball to the space
ahead of A. Player; A runs
into the sine to receive. the
ball. Isolation of one defen-

player- by two offensiVe
players. with. the ball should be
a41,-that is necessary to achieve

.:.tlitfast and flow on attack. BY
:playing "keep away". within'the

A grid (two vs. one), theoietidallS,
the7,two players -ought to keep

'Figure 1. Triangulation. the ball away from the defensive
-player all afternoon. In practice;

it doesn't succeed. Therefore (1) have players practice'passing and
trapping. technique (fundamental!), (2) reinforce triangulation con-
cepts (how to recogniie space .and create' passing' angles) and (3)
physically condition the players. 'These three basic components are ,
the framework upon which the game is'ptedicated.

The final progressive step is to place one static (and eventually,
dynamic) player between the ball handlers. Do the players have the
communicative ability, skill and cardiorespiratory condition to
maintain possession of the ball under pressure:of attack? The grid ,limits .spaqe.the.,reby focusing attention on teamwork. The indi-'
vidual 40jiliztspetsiar is restricted and ineffective. The total
team co).t44;iherefore advanced'.

Afte,i rapogilayers within grid references, the transition ought..
to be!..rp ...14.4therfull soccer pitch (field)..lf the concept-of playing.
.triangleiir4S-mliny grids, composing the full pitch, can be conveytd

. to therilaiiers;. then the'tactics of offensive thrust and pe&tration
Can be easily developed. All that needs be done is to isolate a den-
TO EDUCATE THE FEET .
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1 1.-. .. - s.
. . . ,

sive- player. (two vs. one, three/ vs: two, the numetical superiority) , ..

v.-witfiin the imagined grid any imagined.size),and,pass, contfolled of, . -* ...

course. Purposeful running, with and without the ball, will §uitkly - ..
dispose of the. previous gricl.and,playr whilethe offense flows on-"
'ward .to the next defensive grid obstacle. The shot to c<:)Fe can tie-
thauilit of-as the final pass between player and net within the goal' ..

.

,grid. , 1... , S , ,_ . . . . : ''.,.
,Football ,is a very Simple process..Naw;" you hAyethe secrets of

uccess. Add the frills, the spectacular, the artistry! Yet, renienibel-..":
:.as all good players, coaches,. and true football romantics do,-ioccer ......:

is synonymous itwitli the kiss (an Acr6n m which signifies Keep 1t"
Simple,' Swee,theart). Pass gently, think . careskthea.ball and .".

, artiss itleEls And gel ....113ve to kiss.
,r

Soccer 'the game/ of roman s, a
thinkers. ....- .

i4 . .
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A Concept for Offense and Defense

JOHN MCKEON

.4 biographical sketch of iltauthor appears on page62..

s.

Would you like to improve the play Of your team? Two drillsthat will help you achieve this aim are -the offensive drill, "move-ment. off the ball," commonly called "support," and the deiensivedrill of "ball and cover."

Movement Off the Bali

In this dnll you can use any offense you want. Movement off theball means that every player who does sot have possession of the '.ball is moving-moving intelligently. to create opportunities for theplayer with the ball to pass to a'teammate, moving to open up areasof the playirif field, and moving to create a thrust into the op-ponent's alefense.r
It does not mean running away from the player with the ball, asso often occurs when a halfback has control. In such situations, theforwards frequently move up the field in a straight run away fromthe halfback instead of moving laterally and diagonally to supportthe halfback.

-In Figure, 1, the dotted lines are the possible passes; the solidlines are the 1pssi b 1 s routes players may create. Everyone is moving-,opening up INfas of the field, making it difficult for the opponent todefend. -rife players are helping their teammate with the ball, notisolating or leaving the teammate alone to defend against the op-ponent. This strategy will create exciting offensiveopportunfties.It-is an easy technique to understand. but diffiCult to put intoeffect. It will slow down and come to a dead halt before too long.
Your .players will be standing around and then waiting forthe 4011 tocome to them (mortal sin!) or run away from tfte player with theball. When this occurs, you must stop play and *balize on theseerrors. "any passing opportunities will:present themselves if theplayers will move intelligently. This is the essence o e game.
A CONCEPT FOR OFFIENSEANO OIEFrik
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X

X

CODE
FCATH OF BALL
PATH OF PLAYERS

Figure U Support drill.

Ban and Cover

In this drill there are two defending players. A bsic fundamen-
tal of this drill is that when the defenders are responsible for one or
more attacking forwards, one of the defenders attacks the ball
while the other covers the area, i.e., has an "area of responsibility."

The two defenders decide ahead of time who will cover the area
and .who will attack the ball. They verbalize whenever there is a
need to switch responsibilities, and that need will arise as the play
continually develops on the field by the offense.

A major point is communication, mainly verbal, sorthat each
knows what the other is doing. The next major point is area cover-
age, in which the player does not "follow the ball," as thii would
cause the player to lose eye contact with the players who don't have
the ball. This, in turn, could allow the uncovered player on the
offense to receive a pass and, therefore, become very dangerous on
the attack. .

oThe plaber attacking the ball is solely respoll e for attack until
that plafefis eaten by an opponent, at whjdt e the player yells
out tO have t all-coverage player take over hen picks up the
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area of responsibility. Thus, the defending players ask for a switch
of duties at various times while they are executing their responsi-
bilities.

This. concept is fundamental to all defense and.it can be de-
veloped into more than two defenders. But initially there should be
two defenders with a goalkeeper working a field against three at-

EYOFFENSE

X DEFENSE

Figure 2. Bala and cover drill.

tackers. "Ball and coverlae motto of the defenders. You can
add spice to the drill by having the defense go on the attack if and
when they gain control of the ball. Have a small goal set up in mid -
fielg for the defenders to attempt to score:.This creates the attitude
that The defense houtcl go t once on theAttack when possession of
tho bats gained.: It also alerts forwards that their job is to defend
and regal:] poszessior of the ball whenever they lose it to a.defense.
furthermore. It creates the basic concept that the playeri on the
team play both. delfense 2nd offense no matter what position they
may be assignee}, They are responsible for all aspects of the game.

4
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Small -Sided Games
i

, . .. GRAHAM RAMSAY
, .*.

Graham Ramsay is the diredtor /soccer co leant of The
Soccer School. He travels throughout the U ed. S' tes doing
numerous clinics. He has been a staff coach Canadian
and U.S.. Soccer Federations coachingacourses an hizs acted as
a consultant to numerous youth soccer programs. He has
written. 'many articles and one bok.

Small-sided games provide better prospects for enjoyable and
educational participation than the full-sided 11 vs. 11 gainet. If you .

wish your players% or team to improve and express their abilities
more fully, 6 or 7 aside soccer is the vehicle that offeis these oppor-
tunities.

In 11 vs.11, each player, on the average, should toliGh or make
contact with the ball-around 30/40 times a game.. A ph tally lante
player who tends to dominate the play, however, will getnfore than
the Aiverage number of contacts, while a siniiher player will get far
fewer contacts, many of which-will be poor or unsuccessful. This is
not too conducive to improving skill, is it? With fewer players on
the field, there is more space and space means time. Time is a vital
factor, especially for -poor players, because lS allow* them to make
more composed decisions, thlis improving their skill level. Ai

. Wor novices of this great sport, this .is the best way to learn at,
, the game is simplified with fewer playErs on'khe field. The "pic-

tures" are ear to sea. Yolk can recognize two vs: o e & one vs!
one situations from the beginning because these "pic s" are the
basis 1)f real team pla?. On the other hand, tilting to u vel what is
happening when young played are ain a full-sided game is like trying
to observe sielific bees around a hoheypot.

Another major plus for having about seven playets on the field is
that the coac is not 'trapped into thinking about systems of play
but mre about basic technJues and skills and simple tactics. Do

s not regiment pjnyers fb one positiornbr restrict theni to playing in
only one part bf the field. By all means, give them a position as
their bse of operatio* but allow them freedom to go forward when
attacking. TWA applies to all-players, including backs as I have seen
three fullback' standut like soldiers on guard watching the play .

from afar in their own penalty area while their forwards were trying
to *ore athe other end. . ,

The habit of thinking in adult terms often means children lose
out. We tend to over-organize or blindly imitate the professional

4Si
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model. Because adults play 11 vs. 11, we think our children !Trust .tt
play thesSame game. This is comparable to giving a child a quadratic '
equation as an introduction to math. Absurb, yet we do it. Likeany form of learning, the problem, be it in soccer or math, bereachable for tie player to obtain Iluccess and learn. T
small-sided poles are important to eiglyrnent and 1sport. . ' --...0-The purpose of soccer' is to offer young players an' exceoutlet for their energies and dreams; and, the smaller version
soccer is tailored to reflect these aspirations.

-
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Principles of qearh' Play.

GRAHAM RAMSAY

A biographical sketch of Me 4uthor appeilrs on page 88.

Coaches aid players who really watt to know 'What makes up'
successful team play must be vitally interested in sits principles..
The foundation to successful; tean play-stags withbasic individual
skills and fitness. You mayrimve the gteatestetactical plan, but if
your players cannot pass accuiately.'or control the ball, the plan is a
complete waste. Skill by itself is,simifar.to havint a Cadillac with no
gas: beautiful to admire but useless. 'Tittess is the gas'that gives
skill energy so that it can be used constantly throughout a game
whereever play develops:arouneand awdy from the 'Sall. 4

Here are the principles of good, tevn play.:

-SKILL ,. A

f InTNESS r..

Attack - DeferYse

Support( )CoverPenetratiOnD'elay
Width( < " Ciincentratiot4

_Mobility(
Improvisation( f>BeistilraciCnt/PreSS' urer

Soccer is a game of opposit6; when t our team itiacksAstir
opponents defend. This applies to:any of These priizciplaw

Support

Effective support is the most iniporiant"factor acki g::*y
because it giVes a team all-round ,passing optiws. his, in t nip
enables players to have composed posessionlivhich is vital because
when a team has the. ball, the players can` -score while their op-
ponents cam.not. t 0.6

Cover

The covering player needs to be clost enough to a te. ke
is marking the attacker with the ball and is closer to this own
goal. Effective cover is when yoUr teammate is beaten a(i'd the
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covering player .can challenge the attacker immediately with a tackle
or pressure.

Penetration

This means getting the ball and/or player(s) forward past the
opponents gbing toward their goal. It could be a shot, a through
pass, a dribble, etc.

Deily

Delay\ means holding and pressuring attackers until your players
t can recover into good defending positions.

Width

Good teams have a variety of ways of getting to their opponents'
goal. For exan'tple, if the middle of the field is congested, players
use the wings to get to the goal. Some teams have orthodox wings,
who stay wide and others create space on the wings to bring the
fullbacks into these positions, A team can use a combination of
these methods.

Concentration

Concentration occurs when you force the opponent's attack into
the bulk of your defense, thus allowing the opponents a minimum
of attacking possibilities.

Mobility

Running for the sake of running is pointless. It is important to
learn when and-where to run. The mostpositive types of "runs" that
players can make are:

I. To take opponent(s) from good defending positions to poor
ones and thus create space for a teammate to enter kn order to,
receive the ball.

2. To get into positions behind defenders to receive the ball.
These are known as blind side or sneak runs.

Balance

The usual defensive arrangement has the first' player marking
tightly the opponent with the ball, the second defender giving cover,
then the third and fourth providing balance. These two players
mark space rather than opponents. Their constant assessment has to
be "if the ball is passed to my nearest opponent, can I get close
enough to pressure her?"
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A, Attackers
D Defenders ball

Ball
D3, 04 Balancing defenders
D3 Covering defender
Di Marking tightly

a

/Figure 1. Balance.

Improvisation

Players are encouraged to improvise by doing the unusual either
individually (dribbling) or collectively (crossovers). Thest types of
skill are especially important in and around opponents' penalty area.

Restraint/Pressure
2 -

Players must he patient in pressuring to $orce opponents into
making errors: When in possession of the ball, the whole teams
should be prepiired to support and join in the attacking play. When
a team loses possession of the ball, the whole team defends. Whether
attacking or defending, a team aims at establishing local situations
where they are numerically superior.

For players to understand their responsibilities more easily, try to
'think of thirds of the field when explaining their mail responsibili-
ties. There are three important phases in a game: aftack$ defense,
and preparation/midfield play.
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DEFENDING
THIRD. IFMID

IELD-
THIRD

1

Figure 2. Areas of responsibilities.

Opponents have possession
1. No space for shot.
2. Pressure keeping goalside.
3. Tackle when time arises.
4. Close cover.

THIRDS

Defensive
Third

1. Avoid the ball being played
past youapproach.

2. Aim to make the ball be Midfield
played back or square. Third

3. Sure of cover.

1. Pressure goalkeeper and
backs.

2. Stop passes going long At
and wide.

3. Tackle with determination.

ATTACK'
We have possession
1. Play safe passes to

keep possession.
2. Long and wide passes.
3. No passes across goal

or short or central. .

1. Look for the pass
forward past
opponents.

2. Long and central.
3. Long and wide.

1. Shoot at every
opportunity.

2. Follow shot in.
3. Pass to players going

in on goal.
4. Any space.

For further reading 1 recommen' thes ooks:.
Wade, FA Guide to Coaching and Tra

Football; and Hughes, Tactics and Teamwork.

PRINCIPLES OF TEAM PLAY

, mith, Success in
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Seeding for Tournament Play

RONALD BROADBENT

Ronald Broadbent earned S. and M.S. degrees in education'
from Brockport State Teackers -College in Brockport, New
York. He is-director of athletics and boys' varsity soccer
coach at Spencerport Central School in Spencerport, New
York. He has been very active in state and national physical
education organizations. His teams have won over 200 games
.ince 1959.

Ranking teams for seeding in tournament play always seems to
provide a source of controversy. In our Section V region, we have
developed a system that seems to be fair and equitable; the systeM
is a revision of one originally developed by our sectional basketball
committee..

Our region is composed of 93 teams, divided into four fairly
equal divisions, based upon the combined registration of boys and
girls in grades 10-12 in each school. The divisions are labeled A, B,.
C, D and we conduct a championship tournament in'eaCh. Sixteen
teams qualify through seasonal league play to compete in each
tournament. Each game they play during the season results in a plus
or minus point, value for seeding purposes, depending on the class of
team they competed against (point chart). r

At the conclusion of league play, the point totals are summarized
and each team is ranked (1-16) for tournament play, based upon the
point totals:(pairings chirt)..

Advancement in the toumattent is on a single elimination basis
with each game being played to a winner. The championship game is
the winner of Block I play vs. Block II play.

Boys Section V Soccer
Point System Seeding Method

Effective 1977 Season

1. Based upon Won, Lost, Tied regularly scheduled games. Official
team schedules e in the league chairman's poisession by
August 31,1977.

2. Games played through 'day, October 21,1977 will be counted
in the seeding.

3. Teams will qualify by eague as they have in the past.
4. League chairman will keep accurate point totals. throughout the
, season and present this list for seeding purposeson Saturday,

S4 0 NAGWS SOCCER GUIDE



.-Octobtr 22, %77 for pairings: Refer to the classification sheet
`for correct pOist totals. - .

5. In case of a tie (in point totals), the fallowing criteria will beused:
a. Overall Record
b. League Standing
c. Coin Toss,

Point Chart

Class A Teams

A

B

C

D

Class B Teems

Win
,+4

+3

+2

+1

Win

Lose4
5
6
7

Lose

Tie
+2
'4/ -

+11/2

+I
<-

+1/2

Tie

. Pairings
1

vs.
16

8
vs. Block I

9

Pairings
A +5' 3 +71/2 4

vs.
B +4 --4 I:2-1 13
C +3 5 +1% ) . 5

vs.
D +2 +1

. 12
Point Chart

Class C Teams .

Win Lose Tie Pairings
A +6 2 +3 2 -

B +5 3 +21/2

C +4 4 +2 7
vs.

+3 5 +11/2 10

SEEDING FOR TOURNAMENT PLAY
9 Block II3
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Class D

A

B

D

0

Win
+7

+6

+5

+4

Lose
_1

2
3
74

Tie
+3%

+3

+2%.

+2

Pairings
3

vs.
14

6
'4.

11.
,.

96
. .0

4
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Annotated Soccer Bibliography

BETTY BEGG

Betty Begg is a physical education teacher and girls' soccer
coach at North SyraCitse High Schobl in North Syracuse, New
York. She received. her B.,S. degree from Springield College,
Springfield, Massachusetts, and her M.A. dekgree from Syracuse
University in New 'York. She has served as the NYSPHSAA
girls' Soccer chairperson and is currently the NAGWS sojcer.'
chairperson and rules interprefer'for the 1978 Gpide.

Books 4

Bailey, 'Ian C. and Teller, Francis. Soccer.. Philadelphia: W. B.Saunders Co., 1970.
Batty,. Eric. Soccer Coaching the Modern ay. London: Faber Sc'Faber, .1975. A must in ,your library 'th the new concepts

adaptable tcall levels of play.
Boyce, Roberta and Lowe, Billye3.;eds. SelestedWoccer and .Speed-

ball Arficles (from 1958-1972)... Washington, DC: AAHPER,
1971. These are tale best articles-from the Guides.

BrEley, Gordon and 'Toye, Clive. Playing Soccer the Professional
Way. New York: Harper.& Row_., 1,973. A book by the coach of
the New York Cosmos. Good inalysis of kicking sand attackingtactics.

Csandi, Arpad. Soccer? Volume. Techniques-Tactics-Coaching. ,Volume IL _ Training.. New York: Covini.Press, 1965. Volume I
goes into detail for more experienced and 'professional players;
Volame II is a Very dvanced book covering training;structure ofpractice, exercises, planning of training.

DiClementer Frank F Soccer Illustrated for Coach and Player.New Yoik: Ronald ress, 1968. An excellent book for beginning
.coachesi.,..,..".

Eastharn,. George, rith Ken Jones: How to Play and Win. Chicago:
Quadrangle Books, 1966. Included,,in this book are skills, train=

. ing strategy; rules and records. .

Ersing, Walter.. Fundamentals of Soccer. Cleveland: Charles E. )Merrill, 1968.
'Hughes, Charles F. Tactics and Teamwork. ,'Soiith Yorkshire, Eng-'land: EP Publishing, Ltd., 1975. This excellent book gives the. basics of sound teamwork based on sound tactics. A set of 11

films goes along with the chapters_of the book.
. Huppich, Florence Soccer and Speedball for Girls. New York:

A.S. Barnes, 1942.. One of the few books on soccer written by awoman.
ANHOTATEO SOCCER BIBLIOGRAPHY 'if 9,"
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lngels, Neill& Coaching Yotitl: Soccer.` Palo Alto, CA: Pige Frank.:
lin 'Publishing-Co., 1975. This -book includes 106 conditioning

- drills and 234 individual skill drills: --

ago, Gordon-. -Football Coaching; London: Stanley Paula. Co., --
1974. General coathing_at.all levels. - . . .. ,..

Jones,. Ken and Welton, Pat. Soccer Skills and.Tattics... New York-
..

,
Crown Publishers, r976. Some.excellent drills giien after dis4ts-
sion of World Cup,play. ' 't' '-: ' % ' ;,

. LOcketak, Conrad.. Understanding Socter Tactics. London: Fabe,r1 ,.
; Faber, 1966. 7 _

Mandel; Julie an Boxer, Matt.. Soceer.. New York:. Ronald Ora& s.
Fundamental skills, exercises, drills, pass"' patterns and :

scrimmange situations, are included. , *,

Moore, Alan C. and Schmid, Melvin R., eOls. 'Soccer Antnology
Selected .So'ccer Articles 1940.:19¢5.. Shiefland,: FL: -Citizens,
Publishing, 1965. This book contains 113 articIes--;y various

. authors and giyes many approaches.
. Schmid, Irvin; McKeon; John U.: and Schmid; Melvin. = Skills and

Strategies-of SuCcessful.Soccer. EntIewoad eliffs, NJ: 'Prentice-. .

Hall, 1968. -Fundament-Os, bowlitioning -..6.kercise, and advan-_
gages and disadvantages of different offenSes are' given. Anex:. .--

,- qeilent book on teaChtg of Skits.' s
Sevy,,Ruth,ed. Select -Soccer .and Spefidball 1.9,35-04. ,

Washington; DC: AAHPER, 1963. ' ' , -
Smiis, Ted. The Game' of Soccer. Englewoolli Cliffs>, ?s1.1:

Hall, 1968; CoVers the fristory o*ccer. ":- *

Yogelsingtr, Hubert: The Challenge. of SOccer.--A Handbook.. of ..,C
- .

Sk(11s. Teehniqiies and Straiegyl Boston: Allyn & Baton, 1973.. .F;
. AnratIvanced-coachinglOok. .

_ Vogelsinger, Hubert. Winning. Soccer Skills and T.eehntaires,: New. -:
`York: Parker Publishing, .1970. - Contains ail excellft 'break-
-down-of skills. . , . .- _

. Wade, Allen. Soc:cer: Gagde-to TrainingandCoaehing. New York:
Funk a Wagnalls, 1967. Deals mainly with Coaching at thehigh,- ,
s"Chookleyel: . --. . .

_Wade, Allen.. The F.A. Guide to Training and C6aching, ::1Loiido .-;6:' '..
.

:William lieinemann Ltd. 196. An..excellentook .dealhiglwith
principles, systems";- tactics, -Priii.4ples of training, definition and .:

. acquisition of skit:. ,The., authbr pre&ent's ideas ,apc.I.' pririCiple.
. which wig} make.the, coach think. ,, - .-- . .

Waters .Earle. C.; Hawk, Pa ur E.';' and. Squireg',,iolin. 'Soccer: istew....."

York: ArcoPub g .o.., r973, t,
Winterbottom,1 occer Coaching. London: Tonbridge Printers', ..-

Ltd.; 1960. Th oak is the bisii of many current texts: --.
-s.

0 . ..
911:
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Worthington, gric. Teaching Soccer Skill. Edingburgh, Scotland:Lepus Books, 1974. An excellent book which gives the reasonswhy a skins presented in.a certain"way. Gives the fmer points ofskills.

Small Boas'

Maths, John. Soccer. London: Training & Education Associates,1975. Frames from a filmstrip. Concise, excellent on funda-
mental skills.

Best, George. On the Ball. London: Beaverbrook Newspapers,Ltd., 1975. Soccer secrets 'and action pictures taken from theDaily Express (London).
Callaghan, John. Soccer. Pacific Palisades, CA: Goodyear Publish-

ing, 1969. A book mainly for the player:
Glanville; B. Soccer. New York: Crown Publishers, 1968.
Goldman, Howard. Soccer. Boston:" Allyn & Bacon, 1969.
Maher, Alan. Manual for Youth Soccer. Mountain View, CA: World

Publications, 1976. A book for beginners which gives informa-
tion abodt how to run a practice, drills and game conditions.

Moffat, Bobby. The .Basic Soccer Guide. Mountain View, CA:
World Publications,J975. Learning basic skills,'playing the garrie,
and the FIFA rules written by a former NAS1,Rlayer.

Nelson, Richard. Soccer for Men. Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown
Co., 1967.

. -Ramsay, Graham and Harris, Paul. The Twelfth Player. Manhattin
Beach,.CA: Soccer for Americans, 1977. A book for a coach of
a youth soccer team, briefly covers all the aspects of the game.Rowe, D.F. Soccer Do It This Way. Great Britain: Frome &
London, 1968.

Smith, Mike. Success in Fooil)all. London: John'Murray, Ltd.,
1973. Included in this book are many excellent pictures of skills.

Vogelsinger, liftibert. How to Star in Soccer. New York: Four
WindsPress, 1967.

Periodicals -s-

Offisia1 Soccer Illustrated,. Complete Sports Publications, Inc.
30-30 Northern Blvd., Long Island City, NY 11101. Published
quarterly.

Soccer Monthly. United States Soccer Federation, Inc x350 Fifth
Ave.New York, NY 11101. Published monthly.

Soccer -News. Soccer Publications; Inc., Box 153, New Rochelle, -{NY 10802: Published monthly.
Soccer World. WorldPublications, Box 366, Mt. View, CA .94042.

Published monthly.
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Soccer Audiovisual Aids'
)

LYNDA BUETTNER

Itnda Buettner is a. physical education teacher and gide'
soccer coach at Victor Central School in Victor New York.

; She received her B.S. degree from State University College at
Cortland, New.York. She founded the Cortland State Women's
Soccer Club and was its president and _coach for two years.
Linda wqs also selected to participate in international soccer
competition. .

King Soccer. .1915_ Series of 10 films, 15 min. each. Top class
- players demonstrate skills. Distributor: Oriolo Film Studios,

50 East 42nd New York, NY.
The Master and His Metbod. Color, sound,_16mm. Skills demon-

strated by Pele. Distributor: Pepsi Cola, Purchase, NY 10577.
NO. I. _CSIor, sound, 10 minutes. Sale $160, $20 rental. A view of

soccer and its most important position, the-goalkeeper. Filmed
at the World Cup in Stuttgart, Dusseldorf and Frankfurt. Fea-
tures goalie Peter Kunter. Distributor: Texture Films, 1600
Broadway, New Yore, NY 100119,

Soccer.' 1,976. Series of 11 films, silent, Super 8,,cOlor, film cart-
ridges. - Sale $24.95. Consultant Gene Kerney, Michigan State
University. Demonstrators: Alexander Skotarek, George K.
.fatnes and EdWard Skotarek. Distributor: AAHPER Educational
Media Servides, 1201 16th St:, N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
Films cover the following:
1. Kicking (3.40 minutes).
2. TrappingGround Balls (3.12)
3. TrappingBalls in the Air (3.38)
4. Heading and Backheading (3.42)
5- Dribbling (3.42)
6. ,Tackling (3.34)
7. Throw-=in (3.42)
8. Gpallceeper, Part I (3.44)
9. Goalkeeper, Part II (3.44)

10,. Goalkeeper, Part III (3.44)
11.' Goaltceeperlearing (3.40)

Soccer. 1976. Series of 3 Mils, color, sourid,.16mm.- Sale $220,
?

Super 8 cassette $1,40. Consultant Harry Keough, St., Louis
University. Distributor: AAHPER Educational Media Seryices,
1201 16th St ., , !N.W., Washington, DC 20036. Presents 'latest
techniques, drills and exercises to improve play. Basic individual
skills (18 rnia.); offensive/defensive manei3vering (20 niin.); goal-

. . ?
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keeping (19.5
Soccer. 1976. Series of 4 films, color, sound, 5-8 min. each. Films

1 and 2, $57 each; 3 and 4; $79 each. Consultant Bob Guelker,
USA Olympic Team Soccer Coach. Distributor: Champions on745 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.
1. Trapping with the foot and the'body.
2. Kicking with the instep and inside of the foot
3. Heading, dribblingAtackling and charging
4. ThroW-in, corner kick and goalkeeping

Soccer. 1976. Series of 10 film cartridges, color, silent. $24.95each or $249.50 for series. Consultant Bob Guelker, USA Olym-
pic Team Soccer Coach. Distributor:' Champions on
745 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. -

I, 'Tr ;pping with the foot
2. Trapping with the body
3. Kicking with therinstep
4. Kicking with the inside of the foot
5. Heading - '/
6. Dribbling
7. Tackling and charging
8. Throw-in and corner kick
9. Basic goalkeeping

10. Advanced goalkeeping
Soccer. Series of 10 filmstrips with cassettes. Distributor: GrahAm

Ramsey, 11706 Magruder Lane, Rockville, MD 20852.
Soccer-Girls. 1969. Series of 6 filmstrips; sound or silent. Rental,$4.50. -Distributor: Association Instructional Materials, 600

Madison,Ave., New York, NY 10022.
Filmstrips cover the following subjects:
.1. The game-history, field dimensions, terminology
2. Basic skills and tecliniques-dribbling,-passing, trapping
3. Volleying-head, shoulder, knee, foot, instep kick
4. GOalkeeper-gaving, throwing, kicking
5. Team tactics - kickoff, intercepting and marking, tackling '
6. Special situations and tactics-kickoff, free kicks, kick-in,

defense kick, corner kick, roll-in.
Soccr-Hands-off.' Color, sound, 15.5 min. Sale $40, rental $17.

The' film introducevhe playing rules of soccer plus some of the
.basic moves such as traps, dribbles and instep drives. Distributor:
BFA EiNcational Media, 2211 Michigan Ave., P.O. Box 1195, .Santa Monica, CA 90406.

SOCCER AUDIOVISUAL AIDS
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Soccer Slide /Poster Series. 22 slides, color. -$18 per set complete
with commentary. Distributor: J. Weston Walsh, Publisher,
Portland, ME 04104.
Film shows basiC'skills needed for soccer.

Tactics and Teamwork. Series of 11 films, 20 rqin. each, 16mm,
sound, b&w. Prodifced by English Football Association. Supple-
mented with book of the same name. Distributor: United States .
Soccer Federation, 350 Fifth Ave., Suite 4010, New York, NY
10001:
'1. Why goals are scared
2. Pressurizing -
3. Key factors in defensive play
4. Creating space
5. Support in attack
6. Attacking.opponents with and without the ball
7. The do's and don't of passing
8. Shooting
9. Defending at, set plays

10. Attacking at set plays
11. Goalkeeping

Teaching Aids

Magnetic Coaching. Aid. Board :complete with accessories, 815.95.
The Scor-Mor Company, P.O. Box 46443, Cincinnati, OH 45246,
'Portable soccer board is 10 La. x 15 in., weighs less than 2 lbs.,
and has a high impact resistant styrene frame. The plastic covered
players are identified by position and store under the hinged
cover. The vinyl dark green ccer field has its markings sealed
in for protection from weather.

f/
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NAGWS AFFILIATED BOARDS OF -OFFICIALS

The -Affiliated Boards of Offici als (BO) is one of 9 structure of
the National Association for Girls and Women lin Sport (NAGWS).

The T011owing official statement of goals was approved by the ABO
Executive Council (Fail) 9,77) in an effort to clarify the future
directionof ABO: ,

1 *To:.improve the quality of officiating for girls and, women's
,.,(sports. cOnteets, regardless of the level of skill/niaturity of

players or the rules governing the contest.
2 To increase, the number of competent women officials, not to

the exclusion of inerg but as needed affilMative action.
3 To promote life involvefnent of women in the governing

, bodies of otiher spbrts officiating groUps.
The purpose of the, ABO is to promote quality officiating for girls
and women"tsspoits prOgrams by:

,(1) Developing:Officiating techniques
(2) Prpviding materials fortraining and rating officials .

- (3) Disseminating information about officiating-
(4) ProthOting the use.of ABO-rated officials cl
() Developing standards of conduct for officials compatible

with:the philosophy of the NAGWS
(6) Providing. the organizations and administrative. structure

for the coordination of Affiliated Boaids
C7) Promoting standards with respect to fees, ratings and uni-

forms.
AnVoximetely 190 Boards of Officials throughout the United

States ar6 affiliated with ABO/NAGWS. These boards provide
oppoitunities for interested individuals to learn about officiating or
judging and are authorized to give NAGWS ratings.

The eriilCiples and. Techniques of Officiating (PTO) Committee,s
for each of the 11 sports in whieh ABO pants ratings are specifically
concerned with enumerating the mecliarnesc-iiised by referees, um-
pires*nd judges in officiating games, meet or matches.

The Examinations and Ratings Committees for each of the 1'1
sports in which A140 'grants ratings are responsible for preparing,
revising and analyzing the, officiating theoretical (written) examina-
tions:

If you' have questions concerning the techniques of officiating
socter, write to:

SANDRA CUTTER
Jasper Central School
Jasper, -NY 14855

NAGWS FOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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' Information regarding study questions in this cer Guide--or on
the ABO theoretical examination on soccer' sho d e addressed to:

. JACKIE DEANE
73-Forest St. 5

South Weymouth, MA 02190 ..

Additional information regarding ABO officiating concerns ma
be secured by writing:. . Affiliated Boards of Officials

c/o NAGWS Executive Secretary
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036 -

foe° ,j
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4STATEMENTDF PHILOSOPHY
OF THE AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFI,CIALS:

,THE ROLE OF THE OFFICIAL
IN THE COMPETITIVE SITUATION II

(Educational values should be of primary concern to all'who have
leadership roles in a competitive program. As one of those fulfilling
leadership roles, the :official must be concerned with promoting
those values and with the welfare of the participant. The unique
contribution of the official iseassuring equal opportunity and fair
play for all. The official essentially acts as an arbitrator, prOviding
judgments that.are within the,spirit and intent of the ruleS. Decisions
are based on objective evidence, free .from bias and from the
emotion that often pervades the competitive environment.

An official enters the competitive situation with a thorough
underitanding of the letter, as well as the intent of the rules, the
strategy. and skills of e spbrt to be played; and correct execution
of officiating techni es to view the' contest accufately. The official
Maintains a friendly yet reserved attitude toward all throughout the
sport experience. The -official is flexible, operating within officiating
standards appropriate to the age of the performers, the level of skill,
and the facilities available. Biases Oy players, spectators and coaches
will be evaluated with an understanding not only of the multiplicity
of ways in which individuals may react to a competitive experience
but alio of the' behavior appropriate to such an _ educational
experience. Duties will be performed fairly, efficiently and without
drawing undue attention to the official. In order to strengthen the
official's. effectiveness, personal evaluatiOn of performance.will be
made and solicitation of constructive criticism from coaches, players
and administrators will be sought. Though .receiving a fee, the
ultimate .reward to the official will be that of having rendered a
valuable service to girls and women who have' found personal
meaning in expressing them,seives through the medium of sport.

,

-
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STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS' RATINGS -

. IN SOCCER;

Note: Changes from the previous Guide_ have been indicated by
shading. -

There, are six ratings for officials, five of which qualify the
holder to officiate sports contests. Each is designed to meet. the
needs of various sports events and to stimulate interest of individuals
who'desire to officiate. .

The Examiner's' rating ,signifies the -holder is qualified to rate
e

The Intramural rating qualides the holder to officiate contests in
the school in which the holder is tenrolled for contests of comparable
IeaeL '

The Apprentice rating' qualifies the holder to officiate contests
which may be adequately controlled by a competent,' but Inexperi-
enced official. f

The Local rating signifies that the holder is qualified to officiate
interscholastic and intercollegiate, contests' requiring a competent
and experienced official.

The State rating sigriifiesthat the holder is capableof officiating
any contest within the state or region where the rating,is awarded.

The National rating signifies .that the holder is.capable of offici-
ating any contest anywhere in the United States. This rating iS
for the most highly skilled pfficial.

Specific.requirements for all ratings are outlined below.

Examiner
I". Prerequisite must have held a State or National ruing for a

minimum period of six year's. (The six years need .not be con-
secutive but must be within the previous eight-year period.j,

2. Theoretical examination national examination, minima 82.
3. Duration two years from next June 1.
4. Renewal:

a. In order to be eligible for renewal, the candidate musli have.
. been involved in the rating or training of officials.

b. T& renew, the candidate must ,pais the national theoretical
examination with a minimm core of 82.

c. Should the rating lapse for one year or less, the candidate
rernair, eligible for renewal.

i
' See the current NAGWS Basketball Guide for informationon ratingi in all'
sports and for updated information on the standards and practices clip
Affiliated Boards of Officials. v
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, - d. Should the rating lapse for more than one year, the candidate
'mast qualify through earning a State rating. .

5. This rating is transferable to other Boards.-
Intramurat Official

1. Minimum standards set by Affiliated Board.
2. Duration -- two years from next June f
Apprentice Official

1. Minimum standards can be set by the affiliated board, or these
standards may be followed. -.

a. Theoretical examination national examination, minimumMIN
b. Practical examination2 +3 -Iminim /um 75; minimum number of

raters: one.
2. Duration Two years from next June 1. i

"Local Official
-a-

ll Theoretical examination - national ,eximination, T.&
'2. Practical examination' minimum 80; minimum number' of

raters: two:
3. Duration two years from next Jture.1 .
4. ,This rating is transferable to other Boards.
State Official /
1. Theoretical ,examiriation national examination, minimum 82.
2. Practical examination" minimtim 85; minimum anunber of

raters: three: , .3. Duration two years from next June 1.
4. This rating is transferable to other Boards: '
National Official

. 1. Theoretical examination national examination, minimum 88.2. Practical eicamination2 minimum, 88; minimum number of
raters: three. one of whom must hold a National rating.

team may include no more thali one
Examiner.

'Note commentary on
on pass 110-111.

STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS', FtATINGISIN SOCCER
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. . - -
C.

3. Duration two years' from next June L
4: This rating is transferable to other'Boards. .

.111NERVMWOMMINNIMENUNI
The following alternative.pracrical rating methods were approved

by the ABO Executive Council (Fall, 1976) for an experin2ental
period of two,years (1976-1978). These methods may be used for
all sports except. Gymnastics and Synchronized Swimming. The
rationale for this experiment is to:

1. absOrb officials trained by other groups in an easier manner. ,
2..attract andtrani new officials.
3. open new alternatives to local boards.
4..give local, boards autonomy to determine local needs and `set

their own standards based on those needs.' 5. cut ,crown on the person hours involved in rating and re-rating.
6. attempt to answer the frequent voiced concerns of many local

boards about the present practical rating system.
Authority is extended to all boards to establish their.own criteria

and .regulations '(theory and practical) for Local and Apprentice
ratings in each sport; in order to meet their own specific needs.

.Local ratings earned by these experimental alternative methods
shall be designated as Local E and shall be non-transferable, except

, as approved by theBoard tort. which the official moves.
The following guidelines for practical examinations are recom-

mended for earning and renewing ratings.
I. New Candidates (inexperienced or unregistered officials)

A: The candidate should meet one of the following criteria:
. attend a series of structured clinics set up by the Board, the

number to be specified by-the Board or - 4

2. secure a passing grade and the recommendation of thein-
structor ein an officiating course at the college level (the
course must be approved by the Board) or,

3. attend officiating courses offered by another organization
. such as the recreation department or evening adult educa-, tion. Candidate must secure a recommendation from said

course. Such a course must be approved by the Board.
B. The Board should differentiate carefully between the criteria

for Local and Apprentice ratings, Criteria in addition to the
above might wellte required for the Local Rating.

C. New officials shall work with more experienced
Rating.-

a
- *dyiigrated number of contests.

.11. Renewal candidates
A. A committee Of 3 examiners'shall be necessary to 'upgrade a.

rating to the State or National level. In the case of basketball

110 1 NAGWS SOCCER GUIDE
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and volleyball, the National rating may be earned only at an
NRT rating session. ;

B. A-candidate who wishes to renew it the current leveL(Appren-
tice through hiational)-may: .
1. officiate a minimum of 3 contests, during which a mini-'mum of S evaluators. are, involved.. (present alternative

method with reduction of number of evaluators) or
2. officiate a designated number of contests per session; the

number to be determined by the Board.
C. If written' complaiiits are received about an official renewing

as in B1 or B2, a more fOrmarrating method might .!be de-
sirable..

III. Registered officials (other than Probationary)
A. Experierhced officials, registered by other offitiating brganiza-

. tions, should' be awarded a Local rating upon taking and re-,
ceiving a passing grade (as specified by the Board) on the
NAGWS /ABO Theoretical Test (Form A or B) and by demon-

- strating ability to use ABO officiating technignes. The method
Of demonstrating shall' be specified by the'Board, btit should
recognize the official's experience and be as uncomplicated as
possible. -

B. Registered officials desiring a rating higher than' Local shall--
meet the criteria specified by ABO on page, 109.

Emblem and Uniform

The emblem fcir National-officials in all sports consists of a shield.
Other embienis are available for State, Local, Apprentice, and,
Intramural officials.

The official shirt for soccer is a navy blue and white striped,
tailored shirt or a navy blue and white striped jersey. A navy tine
skirt or dress slacks appropriate for thp activity should be worn with
the shirt. Shoes should be similar to those worn by the players.
Officials who 'receive fees for officiating are required to wear die
_official shirt.

Note: Local Boards are encouraged to adopt unifornvegulationi
for each contest such that each Official is easily identifiable. For
safety reasons, both bfficials should be attired the same.

The official shirts and, emblems are available fiom the Hanold
Company, Sebago Lake, ME 04075. The company can also provide.
blazers. When Ordering send dress size and check or money order
for correct amount: Anyone may order the official shirt. A current
rating card must accompany an individual's order for an emblem;
however, it' is not necessary to send a rating card when ordering a
shirt.

An Affiliated Board may wish to have a supply of shirts or
STANDARDS FOR OFFIC11.5' RATINGS IN SOCCER/.
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emblems `distributiOn to newly rated officials. A quantity order
may be placed only by the 'Affiliated. Board chairperson. \It is not
necessary that the chairperson's rating. card be enclosed, hut. full
payment must accompany the order.' .

Prices: Wash-and-wear shirt, $7.50; knit jersey with zipper neck,
$13,t50; navy flann blazer, $35.00; National, State, Lodal, Appren-. ,
tice, and Intramural emblems, $1.75.

Shipping Charge: 75 cents per order.

Recommended Fees
Local boirds may establish or negotiate fees that reflect the level

iof rating of the official as well. as the 'type, and level -of competition'
within their locale. Bpards are 'encouraged to establish fees in con-
junction with local governing groups. The feg schedule may refl(
differential pay based upon rating levels.

REGISTRATION OF OFFICIALS

Most states require those who officiate either-boys or girls' inter-
scholastic contests to be registered with the State High. School
Athletic Association or other administrative body. All NAGWS/
ABO officials Who officiate high school or junior high school games
are urged to cooperate fully with their state regulatory bOdy.

An official who wishes to. maintain amateur status as a partici-
pant in a sport must be aware of the ruling(s) on amateur status
established by various governing bodies for that sport.

Amateur status is defined by high school and college gOverning
bodies as well as by national sport governing boFlies that hold. the
franchise from_international sport governing groups.

The official' who wishes to maintain amateur statuvas a partici-
pant is responsible for investigating the specific regulations of each
governing body with jurisdiction over such eligibility.

National Governing Body for Soccer A
The United States Soccer Federation (USSF) is the national

governing body fag - F.. this country. Information regarding
the amateur status, of the USSF may be secured by writing
to th4AJSSF;350 ; venue, Sinte 4010, New York, NY 10001.
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HOW TO BECOME A RATED OFFICIAL'

1. Study the rules, the article on the techiliques of officiiting andthe study questions.
2. Attend interpretations meetings and officiating clinics or trainingcourses conducted in your Vicinity.
3. Practice often. To some, officiating comes easily; to others itcomes only as the result of hard work and concentration. Wel-

come criticism and work hard to improve.4. Find out from the chairperson of the nearest affiliated: boardwhen examiciations for ratings are to,.be held." (Consult list ofboards in NAGWS Directory available from NAGWS.M.A.HPER,
1201 Sixteenth.St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036. Cost: $3.00.)5. Take your rating remembering that it is theaim. of the Affiliated- Boards of Officials to maintanvhigh standards for officials.

. INFORMATION FOR AFFILIATED BOARDS
How to Establish a Board of Officials =

1. Establish:the need for an affiliated board by contacting indi-
viduali in the area who have current ratings or who afe inter-

. ested in standardizinganli raising the level of officiating bad-
nulton, basketball, competitive swimming and diving, fencing,
gymnastics, soccer, softball (fast pitCh and slow pitch), syn-'clironized swimming,' tennis, track and field, or volleyball inthat area.

2. Write to Edith Cobane, Past Chairperson ABO, PE 244, State
. University of New York*, 1400 Washington Avenue, Albany,NY 12222, fOr a sample copy of an authorized constitution for

officials' boards and the Policies and Procedures Handbook
and application for becoming an affiliated board.3. At a designated meeting of interested individuals present plansfor forming a board.
a. Choose a name which will .permit expansion of function asneed may arise; do not liihit title to one sport.b. From the group, elect a chairperson, chairpersoii-elect,

secretary, and treasurer.
c. FOML an_examining committee of-at-least-three-membersfor each sport in which you would like to give ratings. If

any member has been rated e4ewhere, such experienceshould be helpful; such a ratingls not necessary, however.
It is suggested that :members of the examining committee
be examined and obtain ratings from other affiliated boardswhenever possible.

d. Make plans for drawing up a constitution according to the
sample copy received from the Past 'Chairperson of the
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NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Offinier Plan to devote some
time to the study of the rules and to practice officiating. If
possible, secure the assistance of some rated official in each
sport for which the Board anticipates giving ratings.

4: Send the completed application form, two copies of the local
constitution, and a check for SIO annual dues (made payable to
the NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officials) to the ABO Past
Chairperson. Indicate the sports ht. which you wish to grant
ratings 'by listing the names and qualifications of .1-inteNiested

individuals.. Approval of the application will came from the
Past Chairperson of the_ Affiliated Boards of Offiaals'who -will
request that examination packets be ,sent to your Affiliated .

. Board Chairperson for all sports in which your Board. is au-
thorized to give ratings. The process of accepting an application .-
for affiliation of a new Board and of requesting that the proper
examination packets be sent ordinarily takes several weeks.
Prospective Boar.ds, therefore, should file for affiliation at least
2 months before they wish to hold rating sessions.

5. Administer Form A of the National Theoretical Examination...
Form :B of the National Theoretical Examination may be ad-
ministered to those who did not pass Form A. The Intramural
Eiamination may be given as a practice test to those candidates
pursuing ratings. .... .

6. To cover expenses involved in the construction and evaluation
of written examinations, boards Should charge a fee each time
an individual takes a written examinati n. The Affiliated Boards
of Offifials Treasurer must receive cents for each written
examination given by a board. Bo fees can exceed 50 cents
per test in order to cover operating expenses. .

7. Conduct practice sn.ssion§ in rating officials. All persons on the
examining committee who have not previously rated. 'officials
should -have a minimum of three practice sessions prior to
actually rating. Secure the assistance of a rated official in these

ipractice sessions if at all possible. / -

8. Give practical examinations to individuali who pass. the written
examination. (Note minimum ntunber of raters reqUired to give
vari ratings on page 109.) . -. ,

9.- Re st -appropriate _sating_cards from the NAGW§ National
Of for distribution to 'those who pass the theoretiCal and
practical examination -.

10. Send lists of approved officials to school and other organiza-
tions in the area. This notice should indicate the fees for
officiating and should give the name, address, rating and tele-
phone number of each official.

11. Keep accurate lists of all persons receiving ratings. Forward
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.
these lists to the chairpersons or the. Examinations and Ratings
Committee; in those sports in which your Board was authorized

. to eve:litings. An appropriate form, is included in each'exami-
nation elaZket. Due 'date for smitting all forms to appro-.

..priate E&R personnel: June 1. ..;-

Adding sports Expimsfen of Services
-;Should a Board wish to add ratings in other sports, the Chair,

perkon of the Board should write the Examinations and Ratings
Chairperson (E ,and R) in that 'respective sport. -' (Note current
NAG WS. Guide for that ?port to identify the nam the indi--vidual.) The Board should indidate the names of a Mitnurn of 3
perSons qualified to act as examiners in that sport for tht next 2
years. Qualifications and experience in the sport should be listed
for. -each potential examiner. Should' your Board qualify, you will be
notified directly by the E and R Chairperson and will're6eive a

.paCket for administering examinations.

Maintaining Affiliated Status
.

To maintain affiliated status in each sport in which it gives
ratings, a Board must:

1. Pay dues each year to the ABO Treasurer. (Notification will be
sent each fall.) .

2. Submit a yearly report. to each respective E and R Chairperson
regarding thefurrent Status of rated officials. (Reports for each
sport must be submitted by June 1. Appropriate forms are
included in examination packets.)

3.-Submit-periodic-accountings yearly tothe-ABO-Treasurer as tr.
how many examinations have been administered. (50 cents per
each examination administered is due- ABO.)

Note: Examinatidn packets are mailed yearly to qualified boards on:

August Volleyball and Basketball
Cei F M iWri r
September 15 Competitive Swimming and Diving, Badminton,

Tennis
October I Fencing
October 15 Synchronized Swimming, Gy astics
February 1 Fast Pitch Softball, Slow Pitch oftball
If you do not receive your packet(s) with' *two weeks of the

above dates, contact the designated E & R Chairperson for all
sports. Exception: contact the National Office for Volleyball and
Basketball packets.

INFORMATION-FOR AFFILIATED BOARDS 115
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. SOeCER STUDY QUESTIONS
1978-79

.Prepared by the ABO Examinations and
Ratings Committee

Note: Questions are to be answered actording to the official
soccer rules. Unless otherwise indicated, each question
refers to the collegiate rules and describe% a situation oc-
curring during the regular playing period.

PART I

Direciions 5
Below is a list of 13 decisions which officials may make on plays

occurring during a soccer game. Read each statement, decide ori the
proper decision from the .13 listed, and write' the answer on a sep-
arate piece of paper. For example, if the statement describes a legal
`action, the answer would be L; if it describes a situation that would
result in a kick by the opposing team, the answer would be CK, PK,
DFK, IFK, or GK. ,

There is, only one b;ista saver, and it should be the decision made
on the situation as it is *scribed with no intervening play. Assitme
that no conditions exist Other than those described in the statement.

Code

FG Field Goal
LIB Drop Ball

TI Throw-in by opposing team from out-of-bounds
PG Penalty Goal

TO Time-out
CK - Corner .Kick
PK Penalty. Kick
DFK Direct Free Kick
IFK :=7- Indirect Free Kiel(
GK Goal Kick
L Legal play =no breach of rules; play continues.
HW .Hold the whistle until play ends.
RP -- Repeat the play. The same, team puts the ball in play

again.
Sample Question: A Blue player pushes an opponent with .the ball
within the Blue penalty area.4
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Answer: PK

Questions

1. A Blue player attempting a pass to a teammate at midfield is
elbowed by-i Red player.

2.. After the gage has started, a player is found to be wearing
metal cleats. " -

3. Two opponents simultaneously touch the ball before it goes out
over the sideline.

.4. A Red player attempts a throw-in; a strong gust of wind prt-.
vents the throw-in from entering the field, of play and the b .
lands out-of-bounds behind the player. ,

5. A Blue player attempting to score kicks, the ball over the crOss-
bar.

6. The Red goalkeeper .stops -an attempted) goal by kicking the
. ball out-of.bourids over the endline outside the goalposts..

' 7. A Blue player leaves the field to avoid being offside while the
game is in progress.

8. The Blue goalkeeper within her /his own penalty-are psan
. opponent in an attempt to get theltall.

9. During a high school match nq using experimenter , a Red
player taking,a throw-in uses rone-hand sidearm throw to put
the ball in play. .

10. A Blue player kicks the ball oward the Red goal. The,ball is
still rolling toward the goal when the horn blows to indicate the

- end -of- the first half of play.
11: During a high school match-not using experimental rules, an in-

jured player decides to remain in the game. The player's team
has already taken 'one time-out. .

12. During a penalty kick, the ball is deflected into the goal by the
goalkeeper.

13; During-the kickoff, a teammate Of the kicker is standing across
the .halfwkyline within the opponents' half of the field.

14. A Bide, pieta without the ball is running down the field and
receives a pass as the player nears'the Red penalty area. Only
the opposing fullback andthe goalkeeper are between the Blue
player and the goal.

15. A. Red player taking a free kick inadvertently kicks the ball
directly into the Red goal.

16. During a penalty kick, the. Red goalkeeper deflects the ball into
the field. It is then kicked by a Blue player into the-goal.

17. As a Blue playei receives a pass, the ball rebounds off the
player's leg and goes out over the sideline.

.-- 18. A Red halfback within the player's own gOal area deliberately
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deflects. the ball with In arm.. to prevent a sure score. The ball
does not pass the goal line tinder the crossbar.

19: During the kickoff, the kicker prays the .ball again before it ,.
has been touched by another player. .

20. During a goal kick, a teammate of the kicker plays the ball be-
- fore it leaves the penalty area.
1. A teammate of the player taking a free kick is standing three

yards ftom the ball. -

22. A Bide player is dribbling the44all. . As a Redo player tries to
intercept it, the Blue player kicks the 84;11. suddenly and' it hits
the head of the oncoming opponent.. The Red player then

- controls the ball. :
23. During a drop 'ball, a Red player persistOtlY kicks the.ball be-

fore it has touched
.

the ground.. " tr .

24. During an, attempt to score, .a Blue player bbarges the Red
s goalkeeper who has ciiight the ball.

25. A Blue player in her/his, opponent's' half of the field runs up
'ahead of the ball.. When- the7playei-riceives the pass, only the ....

Red goalkeePer is between the play* and the. Red goal. :
26. A Red phiyer. taking a throw-in lkows the ball directly into

the Blue goal.
27. A player taking a free kick plays the ball 'again before it has '-

been touched by another player.' '
28. A Blue player taking a corner lack sends the ball directly' into .-

the Red goal' . , .

29. A Red player gain's control of the baU in the middle of the geld
and intentionally backs into an opponent. ,) -

30. During a high, school match not using eitierimental rules, 8
team takes a tid time-out. :. .,

. PART
;1,..

Reads'questions carefully.. Select the one item 'which best
answers thequestion. Place the letter of that item on a separate

- sheet beside the number of the question.

Semple Question: How many players must a soccer team have to
begin a-soccer game?

A. Five
B. Ten
C. Eleven
D. Eight

AnsWer: C
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4.
31,..When would a referee refrain from using the whistle to restart

Play? a.

., A. Kickoff
B. Penalty kick
C. Coiner kick

. D. Drop ball
3-2. When is a game considered defaulted?

c" A.. When a game is suspended because of weather.
R. When a team has only 9 players-to start the second half.
C. When a team has 014 10 players to start the game.

- D.'. When a player leaves the field while the game is in progress
without the ieferee's permission. _ ,

33. At the beginningkf the first overtinie_ period, which team gets a
to kickoff?
A. The-team whicil kickedoff at the start of the game.
B. Deterfnined by a coin toss.
C. The team that was behind at the end of regulatio play.
D. The team that was last scored against. .

4, Which of the Apllowthg is not a privilege of the goallceeper?
A. Picking u the tall within her/his penalty arei-.
B. Handling the ball outstde of her/his penalty area. .
C. Combining bounces- with a punt or throw, within her/hie.',.

penalty area. e .
D. Punting the ball within her/his penalty area.

35. The Red center on the opening kickoff attempts pass the ball
to a teammate who is standing near, the player. The ball does
not travel forward. What is the referee's decision?
A. Legal, play continues. '
B. Blue receives a direct free kick.
C. The kickoff is repeated.
D. Blue receives an indirect free kick.

36. A goal canno e scores directly from which of the following?
A. GOal kick
B. Penalty ki
C. Corner
D. Direct frit kick -

37. The ball goes out over the Red endline after being last touched
by a Blue player. What is the referee's decision?
A. Throw-in for Red -
B. Goal kick for Red -

- C. Indirect free kick for Red
D. Penaltykick forRed

38. A goal can be scored directly from:
A. Goal kick
B. I ct free kick
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....-
C. Throw-in ". A

N
.D. Cbrner kick , -

39. Which of the following is not true about the procedure for
taking a throw-in.? .
A. The ball may be.thrown in any direction. t-

t. The lirenver may not play the ball again until it has been
tou..,.-.by,an,opponent. S .

, C. TheliWoweramay 'not play the bail again until it has been
touch-id by anotherplayer.

D. The thrower shall stand outsidg thesiliieline until the ball is
released. . -e. .e

40. Tile referee Onathe side nearer the officials' table shill: .

A. Recognize substitutes and give the signal 4br kick-offs.
B. Change sides 'of the field every time 'a goal is ,cored.

" 't. 'Be the sole authority- to decide 'when play is to be sus-
..5 pendEdiin-case of weather conditions.

D. Remain On that side throUghontthe game. .

-41. The referee's duties do not include: . ,
A. Checleing(the scorebook 10 minutes before the start of the J..

game. .

,B. Checking each player's equipment before the gamestarts.
C. Holding the whistle after a foul to see. if the offending team

gains an idvantage. . . . ...
.D. Checking the field prior to the start of the game.

42. Which of the following statements is true? .

:.- A. Thehome team must wear white or- lightecolored jerseys.
B._ team members must wear identical jerseys. . ,.

._ .. .
C. Only the teani scored against may substitute' after a goal is

scored. .... : . .

D: ()lily the-team taking a throw-in may substitute_
43. For an official collegiate match,..the official scoreke er dots

, nothaveto: .
A-. Record the, first and last, name and number of the' layers

and-substitutes.
B. . Record the team taking the first kickoff. ...

C. Record each team time-out..__

D. Record each, type of goal (field goal or penalty goal).
44. Which of the following tinfe factors for atcollegiafe match is

not correct? . . .
A. ' Substitution ---..30 seconds
B. Team time-ont, 7,- 2 minutes.
C. Half -- 45 minixtes

--
. , '

--,

D. Halftime intervE 10 mipAtes
45. When is a penalty kick not awarded?

, 120
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A.. .Failure to notify the referee when the goalkeeper is changed
and the new goalkeeper, riot wearing a distinguishable

-.. jersey, handles the ball within her/his own penalty..area;
B. Tripping by a clefenitire-player within .'one's own - penalty

area. . .

C. tfolding 'a deTensive player within the player's own penalty
area. ' *

D.. Misconduct. ,
46. Which of the following fouls would result in an indirect free

kick? ,i
. A. liangerotis play, . ..

B. Rend ball .

-

C. Chirgirrg -,..____,

D. Kicking
47. Aii official high School game shall consist qf:-

A. Two halves of 45 minutes each ...

B.., FoUr quarters of-10 minutes'each, .

. C, Four quarters .of 18 minutes each
'D. Two liales of 30 miniifes each-, ;...-. ., , .

48. For oveilime periods, which of the. following statements is
true? t i . ... -..,
A. The same team kicks off for both 154ertime periods. /
B. There shall be a 2-minute interval between the first and -

second overtime periods. . '
C. If the score is tied at the end of the two overtime periods,

another shall be played. .
D. There shall be a.10.-minute interval between the end of-

.

. regular playing time and he start. of the first overtime
-,:-, period. , . . ..

-- 49. -In a collegiate match the clock is striped on the referee's sig-
nal: .. .-.-

A: For team time -outs' ..., .

B. When acorner kick is awarded
C. After a.goal is scored
D. ..For kthrow-in

50. On a goal kick, the trailing referee should staihil:.
A. On the endline -k-,
B. In the goal area c

C. At the front edge of the penalty area
D. At th&halfway line.'

:i"

i#"
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QUESTIONS ON THEORETICAL EXAMINATIONS 4

Inquiries concerning these study questions or theoretical
examination questions should be directed to:

JACKIE DEANE
73 Forest Street
South Weymouth, MA 02190

113
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ANSWERS AND RULE REFERENCES
4

PART I

Answei -Rule Reference

1. DFK 13-sec 54a, sec 55
2. IIFK 1-sec 14j, 13-sec 54b
3. DB 12-sec 52a
4. RP 11-sec 50d
5. GK 9-tec 45
6. CK 10-sec 47a

IFK 2-sec 15d; 6 note
8. PK 2-sec 19; 13-sec 54a; 7-sec 40a;b, 3

L 11-sec 50i; Preface to 1978-79 rules
10. HW 3-sec 23e
11. TO 4-sec 29e 3; 2-sec 17

-12. PG 8-sec 43 b
13. RP 5-sec 36b
14. I..' :6-sec a z
15. CK 7-sec 40c ,
16 FG "8-sec 43b(Note
17. TI 11-sec 49
18. FG 4-sec 31d
19. IFK 5-sec 36f
20. RP 9-sec 46d
21. L 7-sec 40e
22. L 13-sec 57 Note
23. IFK 12-sec 53f
24. DFK 13-sec 56b; 2-sec 19e
25. IFK 6-sec 37a
26

It
TI 11-sec 50h

27. IFK 7-sec 40h
28. FG 10-sec 48h
29. DFK 13-sec 56a
30. PK 8-sec 41b

it
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Answer Rule References

31. D 3-sec 23d 2b
32. C 2-sec 15c
33..A 4-tec 28e
34.`-f .2-sec 19 Note
35. C 5-sec 364,

.36. A 9-sec 46 g
37.. B 9-sec 45
38. D 10-sec 486
39. B 11. sec.50g
40. A 3-sec 2.1c
41. C . 3-sec 23b
42. D 2-sec 18d 1

^ 43. C 3-sec 26b 4
44. B '4-sec 29e

. 45. D 13-sec 54a & c
46. A 13-sec 54a & 6
47. C 41sec 27a
48. B 4-sec 28h
49. C 4-sec 29b
50. C PTO, goal kick

PART II

J.
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4-,
TECHNI'QUES OF .OFFICIATING SOCCER

e

Revised by the, ABO Principles and
Techniques of Officiating Soccer Committee

COMMENTSON1ECHNIQOES
1. The term leading referee is designated by LR. . .

. .2. The term trailing referee is designated by TR.: .

3. The seferee on the same. side of the field as the officials' table
is designated by "A." --

-.4. The .referee on the opposite side of the field from thofficials'
table is designated by'"B." .

5. See page 138 for a-destription of thelreferee's signals.
.Noteilaecause of numerous revisions to the teclniqus, Changes have

not heen.shaded. . . .

. GENERALPROCEDURES
1. Be sure of the datetime and place when ccepting a game.

unable to referee, notify. the home tea at least 24 hourgin
advance. If there is less than 24 hours' notice because of an
emergency, secure a substitute when r uested by the home
team.. .

3. Changing Igame for a better one is unethical.
4. Wear the appropriate uniform:

a. vertidallyAtriped navy blue and white shirt or jersey
b. navy blue shorts, dress slacks or slat and

shoes similarto-those-of-the-players:
5. Arrive ai-theifieId 30 minutes before game tune.
6. IWroduce yourself to the coaches.

PRE-GAME CONFERENCE FOR REFERAS
To ensure Consistency, referees shall confer upon theirarrivS:

1. Rule interpretations
2. Coverage and division of field
3.-"Signals
4. Check functioning of whistle*
5. Check game balls for proper specifications_
6.. Call all fouls (there is no held whistle)
7. Share the authority and responsibility of the game equally.

BEFORE STARTING GAME
1.. Have pre-game conference with other referee.
2. Inspect:

.. 2.7, .
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a. officials' table 5 yds. from sideline and opposite the
halfway line

b. team benches 5 yds. from sideline and 5 yds. on each
side of table

c. goal cages
d. playing field and adjacent areas and
e. markings.

3: Ask the home team coach or tournament manager about local
ground rules.

4. If a neutral field:
a. confer with both captains and
b. designate by coin toss, the liome and visiting teams.

5. Instruct:
a. the scorekeepers of their duties (See Rule 3, Sect. 26.)
b. the timekeepers of their duties (See Rule 3, Sect. 25) and
c. the linespeople of their duties (See Rule 3, Sect. 24).

6. Explain the signals to the scorekeepers and timekeepers. (See
PTO, Signals, page 138.)

7. Emphasize that the clock. will stop only on the whistle /signal.
The referee's whistle signifies the end o' -a playing period. (See
Rule 3, Sect. 23, e.)

8. Remind coaches:
a. team roster listed in official scorebook 10 minutes prior to

game time
b. goalkeeper indicated by "Q" and
c. captain indicated by "c."

9. Each referee brings one captain to the center of the field. Intro-
duce captains to each other and to the referees.

10. Visiting captain calls the coin toss while it is in the air:
a. winner has (I) choice of ends or (2) choice of kicking of or

receiving and
b. loser has the other choice.

11. Instruct captains to bring their teams to the center of the field:
a. check: 3

(1) shoes
(2) shin guards
(3) removal of jewelry
(4).. braces wrapped and
(5) users of contact lenses;

b. explain:
(1) warning for .charging the goalkeeper
(2) any severe misconduct is immediate removal from game

and -

(3) signals and ground rules;
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c. have the goalkeeper for each team stand and check for dis-
tinction of uniform from teammates and opponents;

d. answer any questions. (During the game, only the captains
may question.)

12. Check that the team awarded the first kickoff is recorded in the
official scorebook.-

POSITION ON THE FIELD

The terms "leading" and "trailing" refer tq the referee's posi-
tion in relation to the ball. (See Figure 1.)

OFFICIALS' TABLE

7 x
TR

Figure 1. Referee Field Positioning

Leading Referee's Responsibilities (See Figure 2)

1. Be even with or ahead of the bail "leads" to the,right.
2. Be as. far down the field as the deepest offensive jilayer.
3. Call offside. (See Rule 6.)
4. As the ball moves into the penalty area, move to a position on

the en e.
5. Usually on the ball." when play is in the shaded area of the

field. Ca all fouls "on the ball" or around the ball. .
6. When th ball moves into the non-shaded area (Figure 2), be'

responsible primarily for fouls "off the ball." -
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OFFICIALS' TABLE

Figure 2. Referee Field Coverage

Trailing Referee's Responsibilities {See Figure 2.)

1. Be behind the ball"trail" to the left.
2. Move down the field as far as possible to assist the LR (may

need to move down to the penalty area).
3! Concerned primarily with action "off" the ball.
4. Become the LR immediately when team possession changes.

Shared Responsibilities

L Be responsible primarily for the nearest sideline and the end-
line to the right.

2. Keep moving to have a clear view of the play.
3. Maintain diagonal positioning; e.g., referees should never be

directly. opposite one another.
4. After making a .call, designate the spot where the ball is put in

play.
5. If the situation warrants, call fouls outside the designated area
6. Refrain from putting into effect any penalty that would give an

advantage to the team of the offending player(s).
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STARTING A1PLAYING PERIOD
Note: See Rule 5.

1. Start,with a kickoff- from the center of the field.
2. Referee "A" simultaneously whistles and signals the start of

each playing period.
3. If the kickoff is going to "A's" right, "A" moves down the side-

line to the right as' LR. Prior to the whistle, the other referee
("B") stands at the halfway line as the TR and calls any fouls
that occur.

4. If the kickoff is going to "A's" left, "A" stands at the half-
way line as the TR. "B" moves down the sideline to the.right asLR. 4

5. Before "A" wlustles and signals the start of each playing period,
"A" shall see that the following are ready:
a. team captains
b. goalkeepers.
c. linespeople
d. s ekeeperi
e. ekeepers and
f. o er referee (establish eye contact).

6. At the same time "A" blows the whistle, "A" gives the indirect
arm signal.

7. The timekeeper starts the clock when the ball is kicked.
8. Teams alternate taking the kickoff at the start of each playing

period. a -
SCORING

1. The TR is primarily responsible for play following a pass or try
for goal (play off the ball).

2. The LR recognizes the goal by blowing the whistle.
3. Both referees give the signal for the goal.
4. "A" notes the number of the player scoring and informs the

scorer, if necessary.
5. A goal is scored when the ball has completely passed the goal

line under the crossbar.
Note: A.goal is scored even if the ball does not remain in the
goal cage.

6. If a player commits a foul as her team scores a go41the goal
does not count. The opponents are awarded the penalWfor the
foul.

7. If an opponent commits a foul as a gOal is scored, the goal is
awarded.

8. If the horn blows, indicating the end of .a playing periOd, while
the ball is on its way to the goal, the referee shall hold the
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whistle. e ball is in play until it hits a player (excluding the
t goalpdsts, the crossbar or passes a boundary

line or the loalline (field goal). (See Rule 3, Sect. 23, e and
Note.)

9. If the goalkeeper, in an attempt .to gain possession, steps behind
the goallinetwith the ball in' her hands, a field goal is scored.

10,. A field goal shall not be scored directly from:
a. Kick off,
b. Goal kick,
c. Throw in or
d. Indirect free kick

. Penalty: GOAL KICK (See Rule 4, Seddon 31, e.)

TIME FACTORS

Length of Game See Rule 4, Sect. 27.
Overtime See Rule 4, Sect. 28.
Team Time-Outs (High School only -- SeeRule 4, Sect. 29, e.)

1. Blow whistle, give time-out signal: ( PTO Signals, back
cover.)

2: Verbally state "time-out" and the color oft team requesting_
the tine -out.

3. Referee "A" shall see that the official scorekeeper records the
team taking the time-out:

4. ',Call a penalty kick if the number of team time-outs exceeds 2
and follow penalty kick procedures.

5. If the time -out exceeds 2 min-Wes, charge the offending team
with a time-out. Award a penalty kick if the number of team
time-outs exceeds 2.

6. Secure the ball and note where it was when a time-out was
called and who had possession.

7. The referee putting the ball in play shall:
a. retain possession of the ball at the spot where it is to be put

in play, and
b. check with the other referee and timekeepers prior to blow-

ing the whistle that signals the resumption of play.
8. The refere-e not responsible for putting the ball in play shall be

positioned near the officials' table to beckon in substitutes. In-
form the coaches how many time-outs they have left.

9. If a captain or coach requests a time-out for an of
a referee's decision (not a judgment decision) and the referee's
decision is found to be incorrect, the time-out shall be charged
to the referees. If the: decision is found to be correct, the team
making the request e charged with the time-out.

471,
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Refenma Thu Out

1. In cases where a referee is calling time-out, the procedure is 'the same. -

2. The referee verbally states, "Referee's Time" and gives hand sig-nal for referee time-out.

Time-out for 'Inury (See Rule 2, Sect. 17, a-d and Rule 4, Sect. 29,.c, 1-3.)
1. Blow whistle and give the referee's time-out signal when

a. ball is out-of-play
b. when ball is in controlof the injured playei's team orc. ,immediately when necessary to protect an injured player.

2. Sufficient time shall be allowed to remove an injured player.
3. If the player is slightly injured, the game shall not be stopped

until the ball is out of play_
4. A player who is able to _go to a boundary line shall not be

treated on the field. ,"

Substitution

1. May'nly occur:
a. when a tea possession of a,t4row-in orb. when the 11u out-of-play.

2. Either referee may recognize or beckOn a substitute on to thefield.
3. The substitute shall remain outside the sideline until recognized

by the referee. Penalty: Indirect FreeKick. (See Rule 2, Sect.
18, a-e.)

4. A player shall not leave the field while the game is in progatsswithout permission from thereferee. Penalty: Indirect FreeKick. (See Rule 2, Sect. 15, d.)
5. If a substitution exceeds 30 seconds, a team time-out shall becharged to the offending team.
6. The referees shall notify the captain of the opposing team whenthere is a substitution for the goalkeeper. (See Rule 2, sect.19, f.)

SUSPENDED OR DEFAULTED GAMES

1. A game shall be suspended in ease of injury. (See Rule 2, Sect.
17 and Rule 3, Sect. 23, f.)

-2. A game shall be suspended or termilated .becatise of weatherVin.
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conditions; spectatoi interference or any unforeseen cause. (See
Rule 3, Sect. 23, g.)

3. A game shall be defaulted when;-(See Rule.4, Sect. 31,g.)
a: a team fails to have 11-players to start the game
b. a team fails to have 9 players to continueplair or

either a coach or player refuses to leavte the team bench or
field after expulsion from the game: ./

PUTTING BALL IN PLAY

. Throw-in

1. Prime responsibility f ou -of-bOunds is with the referee whose
sideline the ball has passed.
a. blow the whistle, give the color of the team awarded the

ball
b. at the same time, raise the arm horizontally in the direction

of the'opponent's vial and
c. point to the spot of the throw-in.

2. High school-players may, with one or two hands, use any type
of throw. College players must throw the ball from behind and
over the head with equal use of both hands. (See Rule 11, Sect.
50,i.) . ,

3. If the ball does not enter the field of play, repeat the throw4n.
(See Rule 11, Sect. 50, c-d.)

. -
infringement.4. Any other infnngement results in a throw-in for the opponents.

(See Rule 11, Sect. 50, e-g.) , .

51 If the wrong team takes the throw-in, blow the whistle and
award the ball to the correct team.

6., Afield goal may not be scored directly from a throw-in. Pen-
alty: Goal kick. (See Rule 11, Sect. 50, h.)

-7. If it is not known .who last' touched the ball, check with the
'other referee for a decision If neither referee knows, award a.
drop ball.

8. Persistent infringeinent of the throw-in is misconduct..(See-
Rule 13, Sect. 68.)

Goal Kick

1. Prime re ponsibility for a ball that has passed an endlineor over
the crossbar is with the referee whose endline is to the right.
a. 'blow the whistle, give the color of the team awarded the

ball and
.1rb. at the same time, give the indirect ignal in the direction

. of the opOoneht's goal
2. The TR shall:, '- .

a'. stand at the front edge of the penalty area to determine if
132 NAGWS.SOCCER GUIDE
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the ball leaves the...penalty area (See Rule 9, Sect. 46, b-d)and
.

b. indicate verbally and point to the side of the goal area to be .
used for the goal kick.

-3. The LR will move down the field ,along the sideline to call
fouls "off" e ball.

4. Any infri ent of the goal kick results in an indirect free
kick. (See Rule 9, Sect. 46, e-g.)

'5. Persistent infringement of the goal' 'tick is misconduct. (See
Rule 13, Sect. 68.)

6. A field goal may not be scored directly from a goal kick.

Cgroar Kick

1. Prime responsibility for a ball that has passed the endline or
over the crossbar belongs to the referee whose endline is to the
right. .

a. blow the whistle . .b. give the time-out signal and point to the corner flag and
c. give, the color of the team awarded the ball.

2.' The LR shall
a. stand on or near the 'endline
b. make sure that the ball is placed within the quarter circle

at the nearest corner and
c. see that the-TR is in position (establish eye contact) before

blowing the whistle and giving the direct kick signal.
3. The TR takes a position near the penalty area.
4. The bail is not in play until, it has traveled its circumference..

(See Rule 10, Sect. 48, a-c.)
15. Any infringement of the corner kick results in an indirect free

kick. (See Rule 10, Sect. 48, d-g.)
6. Persistent infringement of the corner kick is misconduct. (See

Rule 13, Sect. 68.)
7. A field goal may be scored directly from a c rner kick.

Drop Ball

1. Prime responsibility for a drop ball is with the referee in whose
designated area the infringement occurs. (See Rule _12, Sect.52.)
a. blow .the whistle, give signal fora drop ball and verbally

state,"drop ball" and . .

b.. point to the spot of the drop ball.
2. The-LR administers-the drop (see Rule 12, Sect. 53, a-e.) .

a. remove whistle from the mouth and
b, hold the .ball at Waist level and let it drop to the ground
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between any.2 opponents.
3. The ball must touch the ground before it can .be played: (See

Rule 12, Sect. 53, f.)
a. first offense repeat the drop ball
b. second offense by the same playerindirect free kick

4. The TR calls any foul "off" the ball.
5. A field goal may be scored directly from a drop ball.

Fres Kick

1, Prime responsibility for a free kick is with the referee in whose
designated area the infringement occurs. (See Rule 13; Sect.
54, a-b.)
a. blow the whistle, give the signal for the foul
b. verbally state the foul, the color and number of the offend-

ing.player and
- c. give a horizontal arm motion for a direct or indirect free

kick. ,
2. The TR. makes. certain the free kick is taken from the proper

The3. The LR will move down the field along the sideline to call fouls
"off" the ball. i

4.. The ball is not in play' until it has traveled its circumference.
(See Rule 7, Sect. 40, e-f.)--

5. Any infringement of the free kick results in an indirect free
kick. (See Rule 40, g-h.)

6. ,Persistent infringement of-the free kick is misconduct. (See
Rule 13, Sect. 68.)

7. A field goarmay not be scored directly from an indirect free
kick. Penalty: Goal Kick.

8. If a player kicks the ball from a free kick, directly into her goal;'`
no field goal shall be scored. Penalty: Corner. Kick.
Note: If the free kick passes the goalline under the crossbar,

the penalty is not a re-kick. The penalty shall be a corner
kick because the ball was kicked out of the penalty area
directly into her goal. (See Rule 7; Sect: 40, c-d.)

9. A player taking a free kick within her own penalty area shall
kick the ball out of the.penalty area. ;

10. A penalty kick shall be awarded when a player, within her own
penalty area, commits a foul which could have resulted in a
directfree kick.

11. A penalty kick shall not .be awarded when a player within her
own penalty area commits a foul which should result in an in-
direct free kick.

12. An indirect free kick awarded within the penalty area shall not
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be taken within 10 yards of the goal line.
13. A field goal may be scored directly from a direct free kick.

Penalty Kick

1. Prime responsibility for a penalty kick is with the referee whose
penalty area is to the right. (See Rule 8, Sect. 41, a-c.)
a. blow thewhistle, give the signal for the foul
b. verbally state the foul, the color and nu?nber of thb offend-

ing player and
c. verbally state "penalty kick" and point to the penalty kick

mark.
2. LR shall:

a. stand on or near the endline near the goa area
b. recognize the kicker and see that thegoalkeeper is ready.

and .

c. check that the TR is in position (establish eye contact)'be-
fore blowing the whistle and giving the direct kick signal.

3. The TR will take a position near the penalty area to call fouls.
4. A penalty kick shall not be awarded,when a player commits a

foul which should result in an indirect free kick.
5. The ball is not in play until it has traveled its circumference.

Penalty: Indirect Free Kick. (See Rue- 8, Sect. 42, f.)
6. Any infringement of .the penalty kick: (See Rule 8, Sect. 42,

137e-)
a. foul by an opponentkick is repeated if no penalty goal is

scored,
h. foul by a teammate or the kickerindirect free kick; no

- penalty goal is scored
7. The kicker shall attempt to send the ball between the goalposts.
8. The kicker may not play the ball again until it has been touched

by another player. If the ball rebounds from the goalposts or
crossbar, it thas not been touched by another player. (See Rule
8, Sect. 42, e, 4 and Note.)

9. A penalty kick shall not be assessed when a field goal is award--
ed because of intentional handling.

10. Time of play shall be extended at the end of a. playing period
to award a penalty kick. (See Rule 8, Sect. 24, g.)

11. ,A penalty goal is, scored
a. when the ball has passed the goalline under the crossbar or
b. when the ball is deflected into the goal by the opposing

goalkeeper. (See Rule 8, Sect. 43.)
12.- The penalty kick is over (See Rule 8, Sect. 44, a-b.)

a. when a penalty goal is scored; or
b. when the ball passes over the endline or over the crossbar;

or
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c. when the ball remains within the field of play.

ENDING PLAYING PEIWODS

1. The referees' whistles shall terminate the end of a.playing pe-
riod. (See Rule 3, Sect. 23, e.)

2. Both referees shall check the scorebook at the end of each play-
ing period to assure that the official scorekeeper has correctly
kept the running score, team time-outs and penetration time,
when appropriate.
a. check to see that both scorekeepers agree and
b. re-cross the running score and team time-outs at the end of

each period.
3. Teams shall change ends of .the field at the 'end of each playing

period. (This includes quarters, halvesnd overtime periods.)
4. Referees shall change sides of the field at half time.

. 5. Both referees shall sign the scorebook at the end of the game.

FOULS
s.

Note: See Rule 13
1. Blow whistle, give signal for the foul (see signals).
2. Verbally state:

a. the name of the foul
b. the color and number of theoffending player
c. direct or indirect free kick and .

d. the color, of the team awarded the ball_ and indicate the
spot. where the foul occurred. For example: "Pushing,-
Blue 21, direct free kick for Yellow"

3. Simultanequsly with the verbal explanation, give the. arm sig-
nal for direct -ot indirect kick in the diiection of the oppo-
nent's goal.

4. If the wrong -team takes the free kick, blow the whistle and
award the ball to the correct team.

5. The TR indicates the spot from whiclthe kick is to be taken
(place where foil] occurred) and assures it is taken properly.
.{See Rule 7, Sect. 40, e-h and PTO.)

6. The -LR moves down the field along the sideline to call fouls
"offrAhe ball.

7. Any persistent infringement of a free kick, e.g., delay of game,
is mitconduct. (See Rule 1 Sect. 68.) I

8. Referee's rime-out shall be'called, for tvarnirigs and disqualifica-
tion.

9. If the foul is severe, the referee is empowered without previous
warning to iminediately expel the offender. '

1 kJ
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"10. A legal sliding tackle is one in which one or both feet slide to
tackle the ball. The initial contact, is with the ball and may not
be executed outside the peripheral vision of the opponent.

11. incidental contact shouldsnot be penalized.
12.. When a team is attempting to score, both referees should posi-

tion.therrisehtes so they will have the best coverage of the ball
and players involved, "on" and "off" the ball.

13. A player shall not contact the ball intentionally with a hand or
arm. Penalties:
a. outside the penalty area direct free kick
b. inside the opponents' penalty areadirect free kick for the

other team or
c. inside. your own penalty area penalty kick for the attack-

ing tram.
This does not apply to the goalkeeper within her own penalty
area. A player shall not be penalized for unintentional handlingof the ball (ball strikes or touches her hand(s) or arm(s)), even
if the advantage is gained by the offending team.

14. Legal chest protection shall be with the arms crossed upon the
chest .with palms flat against the body. The forearms must bein contact with thlbody. Penalty: Same as 13, a-c above,

WHISTLE TECHNIQUES

1. Use the whistle at the beginning of each playing period and foreach succeedin kick-off.
2. Use the w signify that the ball is out-of-play or after afield goal or ty goal has been scored.
3. Use the whist e to call:

a. a temporary suspension of the game

c. substitution or
d. a referee's time-out.

4. Use the whistle to restart play befOre: .
a. a penalty kick orot. a corner kick.

S. Use the whistle to resume play after:
a. an injury
b. a warning or disqUalification
c. a substitution
d. a team time-out or referee!stime-out or 0e. a temporary suspension of he ganie (exception: drop ball)..6. The referee shall refrain from using the whistle at any othertime.
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SIGNALS
,

Goalboth hands extended above head with palms away from
the _body

2..Offsideput hands on hips, then take hands .off hipsInd Move
arms and hands about a foot away from body aid then put

k back on hips .
3. Trippingstand .lifting one foot off the groundwith toe point-

. ing down, then move extended foot back behind leg on :
which you are standing

4. Handling bailH'extend one arm out in front of body alit place-
of Opppsite arm on wrist of extended arm- and move

the whi4Cup and down the arm .

5.. HoiciirtgL-.extend one arm straight out to the side and then bend
it at the elbow bringing hand down toward ground and with
opposite. hand grab wrist of arm that is pointing downward

6. Pushing- extend the arms in front Of the body in a pushing mo-
tion (includes striking, jumping at, Charging)

7. Goalkeeper carrying ballrotate arms around each other in
. front of body (same signal as traveling in basketball)

8. Dangerous playextend arms horizontally away from bogy
9. Time-outraise both arms above head and cross*thk4Vae

wrist
10. Corner kick point with one hand to flqignate alea

where kick is to be taken F

11. Direct kickmake a forward underarm "swing with one arm and
point direction of the kick

12. Indire.dt kickmake a forward underarm swing with both arms
and.point the direction of thekick

13. Obstruction-lhit the4chest with palms of both hands, elbows ou
Misconductplace,tnahandt-behind head, with elbow out

15. Perialty Kickpoint to iletta4ykick mark
16. Drop sBallarm out i: straight in front of the body, hands in a

Hit with thumbi pointhicng down
17. Referee's Time-Outtouch both hands to top of head

I

iINTERPRETATIONS
Questions concerning",afficiating techniques in soccer shOuld
be directed to:

SANDRA GUTTER
Jaspei1/4-Ceiittal School
Jasper, X 1.481554
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InvcIved!
For thembershii)

ormation write:
cyrs

01.. 16th St., N.W2
on, D.C. 20036

allialleaarmumamossislisliji

Join. the National Assodiation
for Girls & Women in Sport
A national association devoted
to creating sport opportunities
for all females all ages, all
levels



NAGWS SPORTS LIBRA4Y

SPORTS GUIDES, gvi*BoOKS, TIPB-8c..TECH14IQUESBOOKS
See liking inside front COVer..- 1

SCOABIOOKS
Availab for basketball, .field.hr;ckey:SOft.balfand volleyball

SELECTED SPORTS ARTICLES .

Available for archery, basketball, field hOCkey, gymnastics, lacrosse, '
and riding.

NAGWS AND AIAW SfECIiiiTHLICA,TIONS
AIAW HANDBOOK and DIRECTORY :

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH INVOLVING FEMALE SUB-
JECTS

,

EQUALITY IN SPORT FOR :WOMEN'
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS: CQEINOVITH CONTROVERSY-
FUNDAMENTALS OF ATHLETIC4RAININGTOR WOMEN
LEAGUE CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWSVOR GIRLS INTER-

SCHOLASTIC SPORTS A SUGGESTEDGUIDE'
MOTIVATION IN COACHING A TEAMSEORT'
NAGWS RESEARCH REPORTS II and III
RIDING STANDARDS (Relised1978)

RELATED AAHPER PUBLICATIONS
COMPLYING WITH TITLE IX IN PHYSICAL. EDUCATION AND

SPORTS
DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN VALUES THROUGH SPORTS -

DRUGS'AND THE-COACH
THE WINNING EDGE (sports psychology) --

NUTRITION FOR ATHLETES
PROGRAMS THAT WORK TITLE IX
RULES FOR COE'DUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS.
SPORTS SKILLS TEST MANUALS (for archery, basketball, soft-

ball, volleyball)
INTRAMURAL IDEAS
INTRAMURAL PORTFOLIO
SAFETY IN TEAM SPORTS

'.SAFETY IN INDIVIDUAL AND DITAIAPORTS,
SAFE'PY IN AQUATIC ACTIVITIES:

For current pnces and order information, Write AAHPER Promotion
Unit, 1201 l'6th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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